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IFC Reinstitutes
Escort System
No band, no cheerleaders, no points...fans look less than awe-inspired at Trinity's first home football game.
photo by Whitney Rogers
IFC To Study Pledging
Several weeks ago a Psi ,U
pledge was arrested in Enfield,
Connecticut and the matter was
placed under investigation by the
IFC Pledge Committee, as
prescribed in the Statement on the
Relation of Fraternities and
Sororities to Trinity College,
adopted by the college in the spr-
ing of 1981. The committee
studied the report of the incident
submitted to them by the fraterni-
ty and last week offered to Dean
of Students, David Winer, what
he considered to be "a reasonable
and reasoned analysis."
The committee recommended
that: 1) the fraternity be given a
formal warning and 2) the IFC use
this incident as a spring board to
study the pledge process
 : as a
whole. Winer concurred with
these recommendations and felt
that the latter of, the two, in par-
ticular, was a "productive" way
of dealing with the incident. The
IFC will study the pledge process
with the assistance and guidance
of Wayne Asmus, Director of Stu-
dent Affairs. Winer hopes to have
their ideason the subject by
March, 1983 at which time he will
s h a r e t h em w i t h o t h e r
administrators.
When asked to comment on the
incident and the subsequent
results of the investigation, Winer
remarked ' 'I feel, this incident
demonstrated extremely poor
judgement and insensitivity but I
think they will have learned from
it, and I'm sure it will not be
repeated. The warning should be
sufficient for the Psi U
brotherhood." Winer concluded.
"they are a good group of fine
men and will respond favorably to
my letter."
by Robin Fins
The re-introduction of the
f r a t e r n i t y e scor t system
highlighted the September 28
meeting of the Inter-Fraternity
Council. The group voted to begin
the escort service to help ease the
pressure put on security officers
during peak periods. The system,
which begins this week, will have
escorts available from the circula-
tion desk of the library every hour
on the hour.from 10:00 p.m.to
midnight, Sunday through Thurs-
day evenings. Peter Miller, Presi-
dent of the IFC, as well as the
other members of the council ex-
pressed concern over the security
problems on campus. The council
urges all students to use the frater-
nity escort system or the security
system when aione at night.
The IFC voted to create a per-
manent Pledging ,ahd Rush Com-
mittee. IFC members serving on
this committee are Alex Banker,
representative from St. Anthony
Hall; Eric Linsley, representative
from Agpha Delta Phi; and
Beverly Ravalese, representative
from Kappa Kappa Gamma. The
group hopes to have a statement
on the matter prepared for next
semester. '
The IFC Playdays are schedul-
ed to begin this Sunday, October
10. The fraternities and sororities
participate on a rotating basis in
playing with local school children.
In the past, the playdays have
been a great IFC success. The IFC
has also scheduled a boating ven-
ture for the neighborhood
children through the generosity of
many parents of St. A's brothers.
The outing, which will include
twenty-five area children, will
take place on October 31. On this
date, the kids will be able to ex-
perience the thrill of a tugboat
ride that originates in Essex, Con-
necticut. Lunch will be provided
on board and a good time is
guaranteed for all.
In addition to the issues men-
tioned, the IFC also discussed the
need to achieve greater coopera-
tion between campus organiza-
tions and fraternities. Miller was
approached by Maura Mcinerney
of the Trinity Hunger Relief
Organization (THRO) requesting
that the IFC co-sponsor a fund
raising event during hunger week.
The IFC Counsel carried the mo-
tion. The IFC will also try, to be
aware of other groups holding
fund-raising events and will on oc-
casion shut down the fraternities
for that particular night to en-
courage participation in the other
event.
Other matters discussed includ-
ed the possibility of sending
fraternity volunteers to the Salva-
tion Army Day Care Center
and/or helping the Trinity
Outreach Organization with their
tutoring program in the focal
schools.
The next scheduled meeting of
the IFC is tonight at 10:15 p.m. in
the alumni lounge.
McGovern To Speak At Trinity
|Fellows Announced!
• President James F. English
I of the class of 1983 have beer
announced last week that 26 members;
I nominated to be President's Fellows. :
• One fellow is appointed from each academic department and ;
J program.
: The Fellows are chosen by the head of each department and pro- '
•gram in consultation with other faculty in the department. Those ;
I chosen meet with President English and various faculty and ad- .











I Fine Arts-Art History













• Urban and Environmental
Martha M. Pyle '.
Richard W. Wagner •
Mark J. Bronskv '.
Susan M. Stancyzk •
William F. Colby, Jr. . ;
Susan M. Miller j
Timothy A. Martin •
Glenn E. Hartsoe, Jr. ;
Victoria M. Kraushaar I
Edwin B. Lord • j
John P. Ziedonis ;
Wendy W. Kershner . :
Daniel M. Taitz •
Alexandra J. Zolan :
Lorenzo Pinto , •
Virginia S. Haugen , •
, Michael Muchmore :
Margaret Reimer •
Jonathon C. Sproul ;
.
;
-' . Donna Smukler j
Dana A. Anderson '•
: Scott h. Vernick ' , ;
Anne ,F. Zinkin I
Jane R. Evans ;
Studies Sarah W. Heminway ;
byAndrew Yurkovsky
Former U.S. Senator George
McGovern will speak at Trinity on
Tuesday, October 12 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Goodwin Theatre of Austin
Arts Center. McGovern, who will
spend two days at the college, will
give a lecture entitled, "Perspec-
tive on the Eighties." McGovern
was a senator from South Dakota
from 1963 to 1980, and in 1972
was the Democratic candidate for
President. His visit is being spon-
sored by the Student Government
Association and the Student
Government Planning Board.
After giving his lecture Tues-
day, McGovern will spend the
night at Trinity, according to Ted
Hartsoe, who made preliminary;
arrangements for the former
Senator's visit while he was Sum-
mer SGA Chairman. A reception
for MeGovern after his speech
will possibly be held in Widener
Gallery, Hartsoe stated. In addi-
tion, McGovern might visit classes
in the Political Science Depart-
ment. Other events are being con-
sidered which might, be funded by
other campus organizations.
McGovern's appearance had
been originally planned as part of
Awareness Week, which is now
postponed until next semester.
SGA President Todd Beati and
Vice-President Chris Sullivan
decided that there was not suffi-
cient time this semester to make
proper arrangements to organize
the event.
Former Democratic Senator George McGovern wiii speak on j«rapecii\i:s,
in the '80s on October 12.
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Bar Run
The Fourth Annual Hartford
Southend Bar Run will be held
Saturday, October 9, 1982 to
benefit the March of Dimes Birth
Defects Foundation. Registration
forms are. available at the 8 par-
ticipating bars prior to October 9
or at Marc Anthony's the day of
the race. The registration fee of
$10 entitles the runner to one free
drink at each participating bar on
the 4-mile course, and a free beer
and pizza party after the race. The
race will begin at 4:00 p.m. Run-
ners must be at least 19 years of
age and not pregnant. The race is
"for fun" but token trophies will
be awarded. Participating bars in-
clude: Marc Anthony's, Oxbow
Cafe, Maple Cafe, Bar I, Shan-
non's Cafe, Baker's Cafe, College
View, and Summi t Hi l l
Restaurant & Pub. For registra-
tion forms contact one of the bars
or for more information call the
March of Dimes office, 278-8500.
Chapel
Chapel Service
Peter R.. Ackroyd, Professor
Emeritus of King's College, Lon-
don, will preach in the Trinity
College Chapel on Sunday, Oc-
tober 10th at 10:30 a.m. The
Reverend Peter Ackroyd is in the
United States this year as Visiting
Professor at Notre Dame Univer-
sity in Indiana. Professor
Ackroyd is the author of a
number of Bible commentaries
and other books on Old Testa-
ment subjects. He is also the
editor of the Cambridge Bible
Commentary, and the Cambridge
History of the Bible, Volume I.
Professor Ackroyd will join
with students and faculty in an in-
formal dinner Sunday afternoon
at five o'clock. Persons interested
in attending the dinner should
contact the Chaplain's Office,
ext.484/485.
The service will consist of Mor-
ning Prayer and Sermon in the
Main Chapel followed by the
celebration of the Lord's Supper
in the Friendship Chapel for those
who wish to participate in it.
Tuesday Eucharist
Beginning Tuesday, October 5,
at 6:30 p.m.,.The Eucharist will
be celebrated in the Crypt Chapel.
This will be a more informal ser-
vice than the Sunday service.
Members of the College who wish
to do so are invited to participate.
Committee on
Fraternities
The faculty's Committee on the
Fraternity System and its Alter-
natives will hold an open meeting
on Wednesday, October 13 from 7
to 9 p.m. in McCook Auditorium
for the purpose of hearing from
students who wish to address the
Committee.
Any student who wishes to
assure he or she will have the op-
portunity to address the Commit-
tee may notify Henry D'Auria in
writing at Box 90 or call him at
524-5798 and the student's name
will be placed on a speakers list.
Others may address the Commit-




(CPTV) is in need of volunteers
for its 1983 fund-raising Auction,
Publicity writers, as well as field
and homebound workers are
needed. For those unable to get to
the station, telephone and other
work can easily be done at a
volunteer's home.
The Auction is scheduled to air
on the five station, statewide net-
work April 21-30, 1983. Last year,
more than 2,000 volunteers'
statewide powered the entire Auc-
tion, which generated over 12 per-
cent of the company's operating
budget. Call the CPTV Auction
office at 249-7769 for more
information.
Football Tickets
Tickets for the Trinity-Williams
football game on Saturday, Oc-
tober 9 will be on sale at Trinity,
Students, faculty and staff may
purchase tickets at the Athletic
Director's office, in Ferris, Mon-
day through Friday, 9 to 11:30
a.m. and 1:30 to 5:00 p.m. The
cost is $2.00 each.
History Seniors
There will be a meeting for
history seniors on Wednesday,
October 6, at 4:00 p.m. in




The IFC has announced the re-
introduction of the fraternity
escort system. From 10:00 p.m.
to midnight, every hour on the
hour, escorts will leave from the
circulation, desk of the Library.
Mead Lecture
On October 13, at 8:00 p.m.,
the Economics Department's
Mead Lecture in Economics will
be delivered by Franklyn D.
H o l z m a n , P r o f e s s o r of
Economics at the Fletcher School
of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts
Univers i ty , and Research
Associate at the Russian Research
Center, Harvard University. The
lecture "Are the Soviets Really
Outspending the U.S. on
Defense?" will be presented in the
Boyer Auditorium of the Life
Sciences Center.
Professor Holzman has served
as a consultant to the United
States Treasury, United Nations
Economic and Social Council,
United States Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, and the
Presidential Commission on In-
ternational Trade and Investment
Policy. He has. authorized Several
books on Soviet trade policy as
well as numerous journal articles
dealing with Soviet foreign trade
and Soviet military expenditures.
Of f-Campus
Jobs
Students interested in any of
these jobs should contact Kathy
Mills in Financial Aid, ext. 467.
Students must be Work-Study
eligible.
Har t fo rd Ne ighborhood
Centers is looking for students to
be group leaders in its after-school
program for inner city children,
ages 6-12. Short walk from the
College. $3.50/hr.
HNC also has an opening for a
student to work on its Spanish
community newspaper. Some op-
portunity for community work, if
interested. Knowledge of Spanish
helpful, but not required.
U.S. District Court is looking
for a student intern to work in the
Clerk's Office, Mostly filing, with
some research. Excellent oppor-
tunity for student interested in,
law. Easy bus ride downtown',
$3.50/hr.
Nuclear Freeze
Freeze Volunteers: To those
wishing to help distribute material
about the Nuclear Arms Freeze in
Wethersfield, we will meet Satur-
day, October 9th, at 10:00 a.m. in
the parking lot of the First Church
of Christ, 250 Main Street,
Wethersfield. Assignments for
distribution will be. given at that
time. If you cannot make that
date but would like to help at
some other time during the month
of October, and/or if you would
like directions, please call Frank
G. Kirkpatrick (527-3151, ext.
397; or 529-7290).
Wethersfield Public Library
needs students to enter catalogue
information on its computer.
Computer knowledge not
necessary. Need car. $3.5O/hr.
On-Campus
Jobs
Any financial aid student who
has not yet secured the hours they
need to work should see Kathy
Mills in the Financial Aid Office
immediately.
The Economics Department
needs a student to run printer in
Computer Center for word pro-
cessing projects. General com—
puter knowledge helpful, but not
necessary; will train. 6-8 hours per
week. $3.5O/hr. Contact Kathy
Mills in Financial Aid.
Outing Club
Feel like getting off campus and
out of the city for a change?
Come join the Trinity Outing
Club with our variety of events
happening throughout the
semester. Meetings are every
Thursday night at 7:30 in Alumni
Lounge. Our membership fee is
only $2.00 and .equipment is
available for member use. Non-
members can rent equipment
through the Outing Club. Come
have a great time with us!
This week's upcoming event is
Backpacking in White Mountains,
NH on October 9-10. The sign up
sheet is in the Mather Foyer. For
more information contact Box




Second quarter classes begin
October 25th (after Open Period).
Register during the week of Oc-
tober 11-15 in Ferris Athletic
Center from 9:00 a.m. till noon.
Student
Activities
On Thursday, October 7, a
meeting will be held at 9:30 in the
Office of Student Activities (room
11 in Mather Basement). The pur-
pose, of the meeting is to discuss
budgets, funding, and other
resources available through the
Activities Office. The leaders of
all student run organizations are
requested to attend. Please bring
the Officer Registry Form for
your group with you. These forms
must be returned to the Activities
Office or to Box 1373 by Friday,
October 8.
Study in Spain
All those interested in hearing
about Trinity's program of
Hispanic studies at the University
of Cordoba, Spain, are cordially
invited to attend an informational
meeting in the language lounge,
Seabury 42E, on Wednesday, Oc-
tober 6, at 4:00 p.m. The applica-
tion deadline for next semester is
November 2.
Talmud Lecture
Professor David Weiss Halivni,
Professor of Rabbinics at (lie
Jewish Theological Seminary will
present the first lecture in the
Leonard Greenberg Lectures in
Jewish Contributions to Western
Civilization on October 11. The
lecture will address "The
Talmud's Creative Response to Its
Age As Exemplified in Midrash."
The lecture will be held in Life
Sciences Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
Trinity Review
The Trinity Review is accepting
submissions of all types of
creative work (poems, short
s tories , essays, drawings,
photographs, etc.) from all
members of the Trinity communi-
ty. The deadlines are October 14
for literary work and November




Today's lunch discussion will
be led by Noreen Channels of the
Sociology Department. She will
discuss feminist humor. Next
Tuesday, October 12, Sharon
Herzberger of the Psychology
Department will lead the
discussion.
The Women's Center, 3rd
floor, Mather Campus Center,
will be open every Tuesday from
noon to 1:30 p.m. Bring your
lunch and join us. Look for
Brown Bag announcements of
other Tuesday lunch discussions.
Emotions Workshop
Tonight, October 5, from 7:30
to 9 p.m. the Women's Center
hosts the second of its workshops
on "Living with your emotions."
Titled, "Now Don't Get Emo-
tional," it is a workshop for
women on learning to deal with a
whole range of emotions, ranging
from rage to joy. Fee for the
workshop is $2.00. The facilitator
is Mallory Crawford, M.A. Call
the. Center at ext. 459 for more
information.
Coffeehouse
On Wednesday, October 6 at 9
p.m., the Women's Center is
sponsoring a birthday cof-
feehouse for Civil Rights Leader,
Fannie Lou Hamer. It will feature
tapes of music by Sweet Money
and the Rock as well as a birthday
cake for Ms. Hamer. All are
welcome. Join us!
Film: Soldier Girls
The Women's Center Friday
film series continues this week
with "Soldier Girls," a riveting
account of the experiences of a
platoon of fifty young female
recruits in Charlie Company at
Fort Gordon as they undergo
eight weeks of basic training. A
startling expose of the methods
and rituals involved in training for
today's army. This film will be
shown first at 7 and then at 9 p.m.
in Seabury 9-17. Admission is
free. Donations are welcome.
* * * * * • * • * • • • •
A representative of the Coro Foundation will be
at the Faculty Club tonight, October 5, at 7 P.M.
for an information session on the
CORO FOUNDATION FELLOWSHIP
IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
a nine-month internship program conducted in
Los Angeles, San Francisco, and St. Louis
designed to provide leadership training and
first-hand experience to college graduates
interested in public affairs.
* * • • • • ' • * * • • • * • *
WRTC
There will be a meeting for
anyone interested in reporting
and/or writing news copy, news
f e a t u r e s , e o in m c n t a r i e s,
editorials, and other various
assignments. If you are interested
and willing to demonstrate your
creative potential as a member of
WRTC's news team, please meet
with us on Tuesday, October 5, at
7:00 p.m. at the station located in
the basement of Cook-B dor-




paying, part-time jobs with
potential for full-time career
after graduation. Training
sessions starting immediate-
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Town-Gown Lecture Series
Presents 'Heroes and Villains'
by David Sagers
This fall's Trinity College
Town-Gown Lecture Series will
feature "Heroes and Villains."
On four successive Tuesdays,
from October 5 to October 26, a
lecture will be given at twelve
noon on the topic of the good and
bad guys in a number of fields.
Afterwards, luncheon will be serv-
ed. The lectures are free, to all
Trinity students and staff. Lunch
is $3.50.
On October 5, Dr. Frank G.
Kirkpatrick, Associate Professor
of Religion, will speak on "The
Clergyman Who Tried To Kill
Hitler: Hero or Villain?" This
talk will consider the case of
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, a Lutheran
minister who plotted to kill Adolf
Hitler. On October 12, Joan
Hedrick, Visiting Associate Pro-
fessor of American Studies, will
speak on "Good Girls and Bad
Women in the Ameriean Novel."
The talk will center on the "novel
of seduction" and its heroines.
On O c t o b e r 19," R o g e r
Shoemaker, Artist-in-Residence
' in the Theater Department, will
speak on " D r a m a t i c Per-
sonalities: Heroes and Heavies on
the Stage," in addition to acting
out a scene or two from the
theater. The last lecture, on Oc-
tober 26, given by Dr. Drew
Hyland, Dana Professor of
Philosophy, will deal with
"Heroes and Heroines in the
World of Sports." In this talk, he
willpose a number of questions
relating to the current popularity
of sports heroes in the United
States.
Each lecture will last approx-
imately fifty minutes. Afterward,
a light luncheon will be served, in-
cluding sandwiches, beverages,
and dessert. This is only $3.50 for
Trinity students.
The Town-Gown Lecture Series
began about fifteen years ago
when a committee of women in
the Hartford community wanted
to give women in the vicinity an
opportunity to hear Trinity pro-
fessors lecture. However, as time
progressed, more women began to
work outside the home. So, the
time of the lectures was changed
from mid-afternoon to noontime,
and women could still attend the
lectures on their lunch hour. In re-
cent years, however, both retirees
and men on their lunch hour have
begun to attend the lecture.
The luncheon afterward is an
opportunity to speak with the lec-
turing professor and meet new ac-
quaintances while renewing old
ones. In the past, other Town,
Gown Lecture subjects have been




Editor's Note: Due to an inadver-
tent error in the layout of the news
section in last week's Tripod, the
paragraphs in the following story
were jumbled. The article will
now appear in its correct form.
by Margaret Figueroa
The Men's Freedom Collective,
in association with the Trinity
College Men's Group, is sponsor-
ing a five-part concert series en-
titled, "Changing Men: A
Musical Celebration." It will
feature one concert per month at
Trinity, from October 1982
through February 1983. This
marks the first time that such an
event has been held in Hartford or
anywhere in New England, and
only the second time in the United
States.
Men have been portrayed by
some feminist movements as be-
ing hostile, repressive, and
unemotional by nature. In answer
to this accusation, the collective
points out that men are defined by
society as being "less of a man" if
they show emotion, or if they stay
at home to enjoy the children in-
stead of acting as breadwinners.
The group argues that men have
not been repressing women but.
have been repressing themselves.
Wayne Asmus, Director of
Mather Campus Center, who was
instrumental, in bringing the con-
cert series to Trinity, supports
what the Men's Freedom Collec-
tive represents. However, Asmus
stated that "at some point, I hope
there will no longer be a men's
movement or a women's move-
ment but rather a people's move-
ment, in which society is more
humane and all are able to express
themselves." Asmus agrees with
the Men's Collective that the only
difference between men and
Women is biological. In all other
respects,he claims, the sexes are
the same.
According to the group, many
men feel cheated by present .day
divorce settlements. They are tired
of hearing that they are incapable
of raising children so should,
therefore, be denied custody.
And, they are tired of hearing that
since they are more capable than
their wives of earning a living,
they should provide alimony. The
Men's Freedom Collective and the
Trinity Men's Group both assert
that children can be shared in case
of a divorce, and that men and
women are equally Capable of
providing for a family.
In addition to responding to the
women's movement, the per-
formers in the concert series will
explore such varied themes as
homosexuality, homophobia,the
environment, organized labor,
and the need to end violence
against women. Many of the per-
formers have appeared.individual-
ly on college campuses all over the
nation as well as at benefits,
rallies, and union meetings.
The purpose of the concert
series is to express the beliefs of
the men's movement, which is a
relatively new one, just recently
coming into its own within the last
three years. As a conscious raising
group, the Men's Freedom Collec-
tive has discovered another side to
feminist issues.
"Neo-conservative" Irving Krystal will lecture on conservative




The Davis Endowment, given
to Trinity College by Shelby
Cullon Davis to introduce in-
terested students at Trinity to the
free enterprise system, will spon-
sor its first lecture at 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday, October 6, in Good-
win Theatre.
The speaker, Irving Kristol,
known as the leader of the "neo-
conservatives," will give a lecture
entiltled, "Reaganomics and the
Economist."
Kristol has been on the faculty
of New York University since
1969, currently as Professor of
Social Thought at the NYU
Graduate School of Business Ad-
ministration. He .is also Senior
Fellow of the American Enter-
prise Institute, a member of the
President's Commission on White
House Fellowships, a' Fellow of
the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences, and a member of
the Council on Foreign Relations.
Kristol is a member of the Wall
•Street Journal's "Board of Con-
tr ibuters." He has written
numerous articles as well for such
publications as the New York
Times Magazine, Harper's, and
Atlantic Monthly.
Kristol has co-edited many
books, including Confrontation:
The Student Rebellion and the
University, published in 1969;
Capitalism Today, published in
1971; and The American Com-
monwealth, published in 1976. A
collection of his essays, On the
Democratic Idea in America, was
published in 1972. His most recent
effort, published in 1978, is Two
Cheers for Capitalism.





Dreyfus Money Market In-
struments, Inc., Dreyfus Institu-
tional Money Market Funds, Inc.,
The Dreyfus Leverage Fund, Inc.,
Dreyfus Number Nine, Inc., and
Dreyfus A Bonds Plus, Inc.
Following the lecture there will
be a reception. A dinner willthen
be held to extend appreciation to
Shelby Cullon Davis i and his
family. •
Noted Talmudic Scholar To
Address College Gommunity
Greenberg lecture series presents Dr. David Weiss Halivni.
Dr. David Weiss Halivni, a
leading Talmudic scholar and the
Morris Adler Professor of Rab-
binics . at Jewish Theological
Seminary, will speak at Trinity
College on Monday, October 11
at 8:00 p.m. in the Boyer
Auditorium of the Life Sciences
Center. His topic will be "The
Talmud's Creative Response to Its
Age as Exemplified in Midrash."
Admission is free and the public is
invited to attend.
Halivni's talk is the first of four
lectures by leading Judaic scholars
in the Leonard Greenberg Lec-
tures in Jewish Contributions to
Western Civilization; Mr.
Greenberg, a trustee of Trinity
College and a 1948 graduate, has
endowed the series in honor of his
late teacher, Abraham Joshua
Heschel, one of the most influen-
tial con temporary Jewish
theologians.
Halivni is one of the world's
leading Talmudic scholars. By the
age of five, he had memorized 200
of the Talmud's 5,422 pages. The
Talmud are the collected writings
which constitute Jewish civil and
religious law.
Halivni received his early train-
ing in Rumania, was a Holocaust
survivor, and came to the U.S. in
1947. A' graduate of Brooklyn
College, and was ordained a rabbi
in 1957. Since his ordination, he
has taught at Jewish Theological
Seminary. He holds an adjunct
appointment at Columbia Univer-
sity and has taught in Israel at Bar
Ilan University and Hebrew
University.
Halivni has completed the first
three volumes of a projected nine
volume work, Source and Tradi-
tion, a commentary of the
Talmud. This work is the subject
of controversy. He has been sup-
ported in this work by a National
Endowment for the Humanities
Fellowship, a Guggenheim
Fellowship, and a Morris Ginz-
berg Fellowship..
Subsequent lectures in the'
Greenberg' series will be as
follows:
November 3: Professor Isadore
Twersky of Harvard University,
Maimonides as a Historian of
Religion, McCook Auditorium.
[Novemoer 22: Professor Emil
Fackenheim of the University of
Toronto, Jews and Christians
After Auschwitz, Washington
Room, Mather Campus Center
February 2: Professor Marshall
Sklare of Brandeis University,
Living in American : Society:
A merican Jewry From the First to
the Fourth Generation, Boyer
Auditorium, Life Sciences Center
All lectures will be held at 8:00
p.m., and are sponsored: by.
Trinity's Religion Department.
-t—' r. • ; -> - - ~ ; ~ "
SGA Update
On Sept. 21, the Trinity College Student Government Association
began their 1982-1983 session, under newly-elected President Todd
Beati, with an introductory meeting for the new dorm reps. The agen-
da included a rundown of representative responsibilities and ideas for
the future of student government at Trinity. Elections were also held
for positions within the SGA, and the results are as follows:
Secretary - Lee Coffin
Treasurer/Office Manager - Ted Hartsoe
Steering Board - Leif Fellinger, Ann Collins, Lori Davis (plus
three members to be chosen from the student body)
Budget Committee - Steve Norton, David Hemingson, Sue Mor-
rison, Kate Land
Transportation Chairperson - Tina Tricarichi
Parliamentarian - Ted Hartsoe
Faculty Liaison - Robert Muccifli
Career Counseling Liaison - Cara Bachenheimer
At the September 28 meeting, members of the SGA listened to can-
didates for the vacant at-large positions for the SGA Budget Commit-
tee. The student-held spots were not filled in the September 16th
general election, and it became necessary for the representatives to fill
the spots in the interest of the student body.
After listening to the candidates' qualifications, the SGA elected
Michael Ziskind '84, Paul Newman '85, and Brian Wanerman '85 to
fill the positions.
The SGA then took up the subject of filling the vacant spots on the
faculty and trustee committees which were also left vacant after the
election. Jane Melvin, '84, served as a liaison between the SGA and
the various committees, Elected from the student body to at-large
committee positions, both in the SGA elections of Sept. 16 and at this
SGA meeting of Sept, 28, were:
Academic Affairs Committee - Jane Melvin, Meg-Anne Donnell
College Affairs - Michael Ziskind, Drew Ness, Marc Ackerman
Career Counseling - Jane Klapper, Cathy Cosgrove
.Library Board - Dave Sagers, Cathy Villano
Curriculum - Judith Leibholz, R. Todd Savastano, Erin Poskocil
Financial Affairs - Jane Melvin
Academic Dishonesty Appeals Board - Peter Yearley; alternates -
Brian O'Connell, Anne Ginsburgh
Also elected was Elton Dorm Representative Rob Seminsky as the
SGA liaison to the Academic Affairs Committee.
Next, Ted Hartsoe and Anne Collins reported to the SGA on the
results of the senior study conducted to find senior preferences for the
commencement speakers. President English wished to have student in-
put and sought a recommendation on the matter from the SGA.
Recommended by the SGA were: former U.S. Rep. Barbara Jordan of
Texas, cartoonist Gary Trudeau,, journalists Edwin Newman, Mike
Wallace and Charles Kurault, Tom Wicker, Former Secretary of State
Alexander Haig, and U.S. Senator John Glenn of Ohio. Author
Chiam Potok. was recommended for an honorary degree
Anne Collins requested that the SGA recommend that a student
speak at graduation. The SGA approved the recommendation
unanimously, with the details to be worked out at a later date.
The agenda for the October 5th meeting is as follows:
Election of a representative to the Faculty Commission on Ad-
missions and Financial Aid. (Needed: one male and one minority stu-
. dent) and to the Athletic Advisory Committee (2 at-large reps).
Elections of SGA liaisons to the various faculty and trustee
committees.
Update on the Fraternity Faculty Committee by Henry D'Auria
and the discussion of the S'GA's stance on the issue.
Election of SGA members to Hartford Outreach.
Discussion of the proposed Nuclear Freeze Resolution.
'Discussion of plans for former U.S. Senator George McGovern's
planned visit to Trinity on Oct. 12.
All students are welcome to attend the meeting at 9:30 tonight in
Hamlin Hall and are welcome to express their views on the above
issues. •
THE TRINITY WRITING CENTER
. M-F, 9-12,1-4; T, Th 6-8
English Department
FOR ANY WRITING DIFFICULTY,
WE GIVE ADVICE THAT WORKS
Thanks to you It works
. . . for all of us
CCO Is On The Rebound
by Martha Kelly
Despite the challenge presented
by the loss of its Director late this
summer, the Office of Career
Counseling is commited to the
delivery of its full annual schedule
of events and services. In recent
interviews Assistant Director
Diane Lindsay and Mrs. Bryant,
office secretary, each expressed a
"business as usual" attitude.
Practices that enhance office effi-
ciency and support from other
college administrative offices and
student groups have made this
possible, Lindsay reported. She
cited the extraordinarily generous
support of the staffs of Central
Services, the Poster Office and the
Calendar Office, as well as the
members of Cerberus, the RA's
and RC's, and the Student Ad-
visory Council of the Career
Counseling Office as having made"
an important contribution during
the hectic orientation period. The
office administered the Strong-
Campbell Interest Inventory to
480 Freshman during their first
week cm campus. To keep the ac-
companying seminars to a
manageable size, a total of 29
small group seminars have been
held or scheduled.
The office has postponed the
Alumni Career day, usually held
in October, due to the loss of its
Alumni Coordinator. Lindsay
asks that alumni interested in this
role contact the Counseling Office
so that the event may be scheduled
later in the year.
In the past the office has had
the assistance of a graduate stu-
dent intern, but this year the of-
fice lacks this staff member as
well. Lindsay expressed hope for
the adoption of a hiring system
that will assure that this position
is filled annually.
The effort to replace former
Director Shinkman continues,
directed by Trinity Vice President
Thomas Smith with the assistance
of a committee of administrators,
faculty, and students, A nation-
wide search yielded nearly 180 ap-
plicants; this pool has been reduc-
ed to a handful of well qualified
candidates who will be further
evaluated in personal interviews.
Vice President Smith has express-
ed hope that the position will be
filled during October but reported
thai the liming of I he search
makes the job of replacement dif-
ficult, lie acknowledged that
Assistant Director Lindsay is
aiming the candidates under
consideration.
So says the VA,
HOP ON, DAVID!
WERE GOING TO SCHOOL
UNDER THE G.I. BILL
Contact nearest VA office
(check your phone book) or
a local veterans group.
For Delicious Pizza and
Hot Oven Grinders
Call when you
leave ~ // will he
ready upon your
arrival.
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room
ROAST BEEF Sr TURKEY BREAST GRINDERS
GREEK SALADS WITH CHOICE OF FETA OR
MOZARELLA CHEESE









by Eva Goldf arb
Each semester more than 250
students from colleges and univer-
sities across the country work in
internships in Washington, D.C.
through the Washington Center
for Learning Al t e rna t ives .
Students gain experience and
academic credit by working full
time in congressional, executive or
judicial offices; public interest
organizations; national associa-
tions or private businesses.
The WCLA internship program
is open to juniors and seniors in
all academic majors. Participating
students may receive credit from
their home institutions, however
Trinity students should check with
the registrar before applying.
WCLA. internship placement
sites have included such diverse
settings as the U.S. Congress, the
C.C. Superior Court, the U.S.
State Department, the National
Trust for Historic Preservation,
the U.S. Department of Com-
merce, NBC News, the AFL-CIO
and the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce.
The Application deadline for
the 1983 Winter Quarterly Intern-
ship Program is October 15; for
the 1983 spring semester
November 1, 1982. Susan Garvey,
a representative of WCLA will be
on campus Wednesday, September
22. Students interested in the pro-
gram can meet with Ms.Garvey
from 1:00-2:00 pm. on the 22nd in
the Internship Office, Seabury
42-A.
For, an application and more
program information, write or
call:
The Internship Program
The Washington Center for Lear-
ning Alternatives
1705 DeSales Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202)659-8510
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English Emphasizes Need
For Stronger Arms Control
United Way
of the Capital Area
by Ian McFarland
"I've felt they've not been mak-
ing as great an effort as they
should have in this direction,"
said Trinity President James
English regarding the Reagan Ad-
ministration and its arms control
policies in a recent interview.
Recently, English cosigned a letter
to the President calling for a
"morally acceptable alternative to
nuclear war as an arbiter of inter-
national disputes."
The letter, which was signed by
forty-one presidents, former
presidents, vice-presidents and
board chairmen of American Col-
leges and universities was sent "in
order to express concern over the
growing threat of nuclear war."
The signers endorsed no specific
remedy, but insisted that the
thrust of any negotiations should
be "verifiable balanced reduction,
toward ultimate elimination, of
the nuclear weapons of mass
destruction which now threaten
all civilizations."
English characterized the letter
as "a good, but moderate state-
ment," though he stressed that
such a statement was "both
valuable and necessary" in light
of the "ridiculous expenditures on
arms" by both superpowers.
While English was careful to
say that he did not feel competent
enough to suggest specific
policies, he added that he would
not be opposed to the United
States taking " a small first step
unilaterally," such as a temporary
moratorium on weapons testing to
be extended in the event of Soviet
reciprocity.
"As I understood the situation,
there are presently enough,
weapons on either side to blow up
the world," English said, " I don't
think a short moratorium would
seriously disrupt the 'balance of
terror.' "
When asked about the Nuclear
Weapons Freeze p roposa l ,
English reiterated that he did not
feel educated enough on the sub-
ject to endorse such a policy
outright, but said that "as a
general concept, it appeals to
me." "We should certainly not
dismiss the freeze out of hand,"
he added.
In general, English felt that the
arms issue merited a good deal of
attention, and while he was skep-
tical about the role of a college as
an institution in pressuring for
specific arms policies, he main-
tained that the idea of arms con-
trol was "of such great impor-





In order to address parental
concerns, President English held a
question and answer session in the
Goodwin Theater of the Austin
Arts Center last Saturday. Also
present to answer questions were






Ted Hartsoe, a representative of
the student body, Anne Zartarian,
Director of Financial Aid, and
Henry DePhillips, representative
of the faculty.
One of the major issues which
was brought up was that of securi-
ty. Dean Winer explained that the
college is very concerned with this
matter and has increased the fre-
quency of patrols on campus. He
also emphasized that the college is
private property and security has
the right to call in the Hartford
Police to remove anyone who is
causing trouble. At the same time,
Winer pointed out that good rela-
tions with our neighbors was ex-
tremely important.
( A n o t h e r issue which Was
discussed was the: success of the
college's open curriculum. Presi-
dent English announced that it is
presently under study; but that the
findings will not be available until
next year. Professor DePhillips
said that the matter of an open
curriculum was of great impor-
tance to the faculty. He stated
that many professors are in favor
of this kind of academic freedom
because they would • prefer to
teach students who desire to be in
their classes, rather than those
who are forced into them.
A larger concern of most
parents was the increased costs of
attending college. In response to
this issue, President English ex-
plained that salaries at Trinity had
fallen behind those at other
similar institutions and in the past
few years the college has had to
catch up in this regard. Higher
energy costs, he said, were also
responsible for the increase in tui-
tion. However, he forecast that
the increase in costs this year
should be less than ten percent.
Some parents questioned the
writing abilities of Trinity
students. Dean Winer, Professor
DePhillips and Ted Hartsoe all
responded that Trinity has a
reputation for being a "paper"
school. It was added that there is
also a mandatory, writing course
for those who scored below a cer-
tain level on the Test of Written
English. Parents were informed
that the Writing Center is
available to all students who feel,
that they are having difficulty
with their writing. President
English stressed many of these
same points during his speeches at
the Parent's Dinners which were
held Friday and Saturday nights
in the Dining Hall.





Mary-looks on with wise and well-known eyes. photo by David Siskind
by Judith Wolff
You may know her as the Saga
"dessert lady." You have pro-
bably seen her at lunch or dinner
in the dining hall, tossing plates of
cake and cookies onto the dessert
line with wild abandon. She is a
pool shark, bar maid, twice-
divorced mother of three, grand-
mother of six, and surrogate
mother of many; she is also one
hell of a tough cookie. Who is
she? Mary, of course. Mary
Cook. One of the many in-
teresting personalities behind the
scenes at Trinity.
Born in Venice sixty-one years
ago, Mary was raised in a two-
room stone house in rural Scpino,
Italy. There, she and her family
lived off the land; in an area
ASIA Offers Unity And
Support For Minorities
by Julie Masters
"All great things have small
beginnings" is an appropriate
quote for the Asian Students In-
t e r n a t i o n a l A s s o c i a t i o n
( A . S . I . A . ) . A l t h o u g h : the
organization was conceived early
, in the Spring, semester of
1981-1982, it didn't become
recognized by the Trinity com-
munity until the Asian Food
Festival in April....
Melinda Mendoza, '82, in-
itiated the process of creating
A.S.I.A.. At the beginning of last
year she wrote notes to most of
the Asian students on campus ex-
pressing her desire to create
another Asian organization (the
T.A.O. had faded into just a
memory). After a few spon-
taneous meetings in Follett's, a
group of Asian students met and
voted on officers for A.S.I.A..
Mendoza was elected president.
This year, George Abe and
Paniporn Phiansunthon are the
co-coordinators of A.S.I.A..
They hope to expand the activities
.of the club to events that involve
things other than food. There's a
running joke among the members
that all A.S.I.A. does is eat. But
the image is changing. There are
three definite lectures planned on
Indonesia, Chinese painting, and
Chinese poetry.The group also
planf to sponsor dance perfor-'
mances and movies. The possibli-
ty of sponsoring political speakers
is still being disucussed. "This
club has great potential because
we are continually gaining new
members" says Phiansunthon.
Two main concerns of the
cocoordinators now are getting
space and developing a stronger
Asian. Studies Department ,
Students interested in Asia feel the
need for a place to' organize ac-
tivities and to identify with.
Academically, there's a general
concensus that more Asian
language courses should be
taught, which would give students
a chance to read more literature.
On Saturday A.S. I.A. will offer
a trip to New York City's
Chinatown. A bus will leave
Austin Arts at 8:00 a.m. and will
return at abou 6:00 p.m. The trip
will include a Chinese lunch and a
tour of Chinatown. The after-
noon will be spent in the
Metropolitan Museum.
The Asian Food Festival is go-
ing to be expanded into an Inter-
national Night in which members
of the Trinity community can par-
ticipate and contribute. Each
country represented will have a
booth offering native food and
information.
New members are welcomed to
the weekly meetings in the Com-
mittee Room on Sundays at 1:30
pm. Despite the implication of
club's name, non-Asian students
are equally welcome.
United Way
Thanks to you. it works, for ALL OF US.
§47.0163
TRINITY PACKAGE STOIE
OICISOE WINES £ UQUORS
I 1 § New smagn Avt., Hattfoni, Conn.
(corner Henry St. next to Corner 1m)
where wheat, corn, and grapes
were the main crops of farmers.
Mary remembers,"There were
wheat fields as far as you could
see, stretching out for miles and
miles. And when the wind blew
.... " Mary came lo Hartford in
1936 with her mother inul tsvo
brothers to join Mr. Arcari, her
father, who was then laying down
tracks for the New York and New
Haven Railroads.
"They put me in the first grade
when I came here," she says.
"Even though I was fifteen and
could read and write in Italian, 1
couldn't speak a word of English.
Hut after five or six months I got
promoted to the second grade."
She. chuckles, and slices into a
massive tray of cake.
Mary left school at the age of
seventeen and went to work in a
tobacco factory, where she stitch-
ed leaves to be hung up to dry.
She was nineteen when she mar-
ried William Rogers . She
describes him as "an irishman ...
red hair and freckles .... good
looking guy. I was on the re-
bound, in love with a frenchman,
and then Bill came along. He was
kind to me. We got divorced five
years later though; incompatibili-
ty ... Ha, that's the best way to
describe it."
Mary met her future second
husband that same year, and
became Mrs. R. Cook in 1951.
' "Oh yeah, 1 was delighted," she
says cynically, "until I found out
that he was on the ten most
wanted list for two counts of arm-
ed robbery and one of kidnapp-
ing!" The marriage survived for
twenty years though, a ten year
period of which John spent at
Walpolc State Prison. "Sure, it
was tough," she says, "but so am
1." After the dissolution of her se-
cond marriage Mary swore off the
institution. She confesses,"Now I
just have a lot of boyfriends."
In terms of work, Mary's ex-
periences have been,to say the
least, diverse. "1. owned a
restaurant - Mary's Kitchen
Tavern - on Squire Street, and ran
thai for ten years. Then 1 worked
as a machine operator, then a bar-
maid ... oh, ask me about the con-
dition of die country," she
growls, "1 want to cry when I
think about it." li is understood
(hat she is referring to the brutal
attack on a female Saga worker
last week. "I worry about you
kids. 1 worry about all of you,"
she says."l ;or Clod's sake, be
careful,"
Despite the crime, it's obvious
thai Trinity is a special place for
Mary as she says, "I've been at
Trinity for five years. I love it. I
love the kids, I love to talk to
them. I miss them when they
graduate, but they write to me.
They keep in touch."
Curious Saga workers have
been drifting in and out of the
room during this time, adding
their commentaries to the inter-
view. Finally one of the chefs
comes to the doorway and asks
"When are you going to interview
me?"
"I'll interview you," Mary
snaps back, waving a spatula in
his face.
While Mary goes to another
part of the kitchen, her grand-
daughter, Ann (who also works
for Saga), tells me thai Mary lives
in one of the most dangerous sec-
tions of Hartford and that she
greets people Ann would run
away from. When asked if Mary
has ever been the victim of attack,
her granddaughter says "No!
Who'd mess with her?!" Ironical-
ly, the only lime Mary was ever
assaulted was at the Polish Club
in Hartford, where she works
nights, as a barmaid.
"Some guy flipped her when
she tried to kick him out," Ann
says. "She had to have a pin put
in her hip and the doctors said she
would never walk again. She was




Fine Dining in Hamlin
Eoast Prime l i b of Beef
accompanied by Vegetable and Potato$12.00
or
Quiche of the DayS6.25
Served with your choice of
Fresh Fruit Compote or French Onion Soup
Tossed Three Green Salad or Spinach Salad
N.Y. Style Cheesecake or Special Parfait
DISCOUNT PRICE FOR MEAL TICKET HOLDERS
Prime Rib of Beef $10.50 Quiche $4.75
Reservations Accepted Call Ext, 261
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Amnesty International Fights
For Justice, Human Rights
by Ian McFarland
"This organization has used its
forces to protect the value of
human life. Amnesty Interna-
tional has given practical,
humanitarian and impartial sup-
port to people who have been im-
prisoned because of their race,
religion, or political views."
-the Nobel Peace Prize
Committee on awarding the
Nobel Peace Prize to Amnesty
International, 1977.
Founded in 1961, Amnesty In-
ternational has become one of the
largest and most respected forces
for human rights in the world. For
the past two years, the Amnesty
network has included a group at
Trinity whose activities have in-
cluded the sponsoring of films
and speakers on human rights and
the letter-writing that is the
primary task of the organization.
"Letter-writing campaigns are
the reason Amnesty was founded.
It is a unified movement for
everyone concerned with human
rights violations. Collectively, this
movement works for change,"
says Marianne Bizek, president of
the Trinity chapter.
All Amnesty activity is directed
to the release of prisoners of cons-
cience, men and women who have
neither used nor advocated
violence, but who have been jailed
for their beliefs. Often, these
prisoners are held for extended
periods without being charged.
Through its letter-writing cam-
paigns, Amnesty appeals to
governments either to release such
prisoners or to formally charge
and prosecute them.
Letters on behalf of prisoners
. of conscience are encouraged to
be respectful and to the point; it is
a policy of Amnesty that human
rights violations, not governments
or ideological systems, should be
the focus of criticism.
Over the years, thousands of
prisoners have been released as
the result of Amnesty campaigns.
Why do governments listen? "It's
the constant flow of communica-
tion — the pressure of knowing
that people care and are aware —
that makes officials act,"1 Bizek
explains.
Amnesty appeals take place on
a variety of levels, ranging from
the "adoption" of a single
prisoner to campaigns aimed at a
number of prisoners within a
given country. This year Amnesty
at Trinity is adopting a Pakistani
prisoner and taking part in several
country campaigns, including the
Phillipines, Chile, and the USSR.
The Trinity chapter of Amnesty
International meets Monday
nights at 8:00 p.m. in the Student
Activities Room downstairs in
Mather. All interested members
of the Trinity Community are urg-
ed to attend.





54 Barnard 5treet, Hartford
728-1811
Newman Club and Christian Fellowship
Strengthen Knowledge Of Trinity Faiths
The Newman Club and the
Trinity Christian Fellowship pro-
ve to have the spirit necessary to
foster religious interest at Trinity.
The Newman Club, a nationally
affilated Catholic organization,
offers membership to any and all
people who attend Catholic Mass.
Out of 150 members who attend
Mass on Sunday, there exists a
core group of several students that
organize activities.
The group sponsors bi-weekly
bible study sessions. On alternate
weeks, the meetings offer discus-
sion; nd lectures, led by faculty
and g, t speakers, that focus on
the fundamentals of the Catholic
church and on social issues. This
semester, the lecture topics are the
following: Rights in Latin
A m e r i c a ; A b o r t i o n ; T h e
Ecumenical Movement; and
Values and Goals at Trinity
College.
Outside the religious realm, the
club also sponsors dances and oc-
casional Sunday brunches in
Hamlin Hall..




"I'm not my old lovable
self when I' m around
cigarettes. I get real
cranky. So I want all you
smokers to quit once •
and for all. And who
knows? You might even
put a smile on my face."
American Cancer Society ifa
This space contributed as a public service
THE RUSSIAN UBDY CflFE
191 Ann St. 525-3003
ENTERTAINMENT RIGHTLY
10/5 Tues. Bijou McCue & the Matinees
2 for 1 - 9-11 p.m.
10/6 Wed. Bop Follies
$1.00 Shots 9-10 & 11-12
10/7 Thurs. The Imaginations
10/8 Fri. Riverside Drivers
10/9 Sat.
10/10Sun. Kevin Dahill
10/11 Mon. Word of Mouth
50" Drafts 9-11
TRINITY STUDENTS WELCOME
Neat Attire & Proper ID Required
Club is to build a spiritual com-
munity on campus amoung
Catholics or anyone else who is in-
terested," says Carol Pelletier,
president of the Newman Club.
Similarlily supportive is the
twofold- purpose of the Trinity
Christian Fellowship. Maura
Mclnerny, president of the Trinity
Christian Fellowship, explains,
"The group encourages people on
the campus to learn about Christ
and learn what the Bible is about.
Secondly, the group seeks to
deepen the faith of the Christians
on campus by expanding f3ur
knowledge of Christ and through
the encouragement of other Chris-
tians on campus."
T h e T r i n i t y C h r i s t i a n
Fellowship, like the Newman
Club, sponsors lectures, films,
and investigative Bible studies at
their weekly meetings on
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. in Good-
win Lounge.
The group also sponsors
retreats that allow time for con-
centrated prayer .and fellowship
away from the Trinity communi-
ty. Supporting a membership of
sixty, the group also retreats out-
side Trinity to visit homes for the
elderly or retarded,
TCF support doesn't stop in
Hartford. The group attends and
supports forums on religious mis-
sionary work in foreign countries.
Both religious groups often
work together in support of
o the r s . In October , both
organizations, the IFC, and the
Hunger Relief Society will spon-
sor a week of programs in accor-
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We recommend its use.
COLLEGE
BARBERSHOP
"Trinity's Favorite Since 1947"
1220 Broad St.







Hobnob With The Faculty
Student-faculty interaction on a social level is
dwindling More often than not, time prohibits in depth
conversations after class for both students and facul-
ty Yet when there is an opportunity for student-faculty
hobnobbing, the faculty turnout is often low because
of conflicting events or disinterest among the faculty.
In the past, groups of students, organizations and
dorms have sponsored student-faculty cocktail parties.
Those who attended these parties, students and facul-
ty alike, deemed them a great success; the only pro-
blem cited was that few faculty members showed up.
As a college of 1700 undergraduates, Trinity's mere
size lends itself nicely to this kind of social interaction.
Furthermore, students should not feel that "social life"
should be limited to student parties on theweekends.
Relaxed get togethers between students and faculty
during the week can be just as enjoyable as student
parties. .
The Tripod believes it is important to bridge the gap
between the academic life of the college and the more
social aspects of college life. As part of the Planning
Process, the Administration is investigating how the
College can achieve greater integration between the
academic and residential lives of the students. Similar-
ly, the students should take the initiative to sponsor
teas and cocktail parties for the faculty. If funding
becomes a problem, the easiest way to overcome this
obstacle is to request a small donation from each per-
son who attends the party. Furthermore, faculty
members should make more of an effort to attend
these functions.
The Tripod is not suggesting we all have "caviar with
our cocktails or crumpets with our tea," rather, we are
m e r e |y seeking alternatives to provide positive social
interaction between the faculty and students.
Express Your Ideas
Tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the Cave the Tripod will hold
its first Cave Discussion. The object of the discussion
is to gather ideas, comments and criticisms about the
Tripod from the Trinity community at large. The subse-
quent input we receive will be used as a point of depar-
ture for planning the next several issues. The primary
reason for holding this discussion is to keep the lines
of communication open so that the Tripod remains the
voice of the entire campus and not simply that of the
Editorial Board. The Tripod urges all students, faculty
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The TRINITY TRIPOD is published by (he.sludcnls of trinity Col-
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Amerasian Children Are
Soon To Return "Home'
To the Editor:
Recently The New York Times
wrote a few articles on the 11
Amerasian children coming
"home" to the United States
(September 29: "11 Amerasian
Children Are Due To Leave Viet-
nam;" October 1: " I I Children
Of Vietnam War Head 'Home'
To U.S.;" October 1: "Many
Agencies Joined In Retrieving
Vietnam Children").
We would like to comment on
the rather biased reporting of The
New York Times. Much is said
about all the "good deeds" of the
various organizations, but the ef-
fect on the children of such a
dramatic move is not discussed.
• First of all, nothing is mention-
ed on the role of the Vietnamese
mothers. Most of the American
fathers of the Amerasian children
have American families in the
U.S. and have not seen their
Amerasian children since the end
of the war, or even longer.
Although one article mentions
that about twelve relatives accom-
panied the children, it is not
known whether these relatives are
the mothers of the children. If
they are, we don't know what the
role of the Vietnamese mother will
be in the American families.
As for the children, we are sur-
prised that the American and
European officials base the
"discrimination" suffered by
these children on the fact that
"they sometimes end up as street
peddlers, selling peanuts, candy
or movie tickets." We have seen





In answer to Mr. Merrill's
(Sept. 28 issue) criticism of Mr,
Crow's letter (Sept. 21 issue), it
seems to me that Mr. Crow has a
perfectly valid point in saying that
it is a bit ridiculous to spend well
over $3,800,000 on Mather
renovations. The amount of the
expenditure itself is quite exorbi-
tant. To my mind, there is nothing
bad and everything admirable to
the fact that Mr. Crow, currently
a freshman, chooses to take
enough interest in his new sur-
roundings, to respond with en-
thusiasm to them.
Frankly, I find nothing to ad-
mire in Mr. Merrill's article,
especially not his opening
sentence which criticizes Mr.
Crow as being presumptuous for
his views. Generally, I take little
part in opinion issues. I haven't
written a letter to the editor since I
was a sophomore in high school.
With this in mind, 1 feel very pro-
tective of anyone who comes up
with real, relevant opinions; on
the other hand 1 have no patience
with someone like Mr. Merrill,
who thinks himself to be very
clever for trying to cut someone
else down.
As a person interested in
languages myself, I'm a French
major, I think that Mr. Crow's
suggestion for a new language lab
is a practical and worthwhile in-
vestment. In conclusion, the acer-
bic tone that colors Mr. Merrill's
opinions are quite unconvincing.
If I were to listen to such
superiority-complex views for
very long, I would be as convinced
as he seems to be that it is wrong
to be interested and enthusiastic.
Let's hear it for freshmen.
Name Withheld
By Request
full-fledged Thai children who are
forced to sell goods and services in
the midst of Bangkok traffic
(which, we might add, is much
worse than the traffic in New
York City). Such child labor is a
consequence of being poor, not of
being Amerasian.
In any case, they arc due to
come "home" to the United
States soon. We wonder what they
have been told. How will they be
treated by the community, by
their American families? Are The
New York Times articles trying to
tell us that, unlike Vietnam, there
is no such thing as racial
discrimination in the U.S.?
In conclusion, we feel that the
articles are too fairytale-like and
do not portray the true trauma of
the upheaval experienced by all
parties involved. Rather, the ar-
ticles concentrate on the "sub-
dued joy, the anticipation of
adventure and a lew tears." We
are sure that more than just a
"few tears" were shed. Many
children were quoted as saying, "1
have American blood, and 1 am
going where 1 belong," which
clearly reveals the naivete in their






To the Trinity Community:
In the spring of 1981, the Trini-
ty C o m m u n i t y s p o n s o red
workshops dealing with issues
pertinent on campus. These
workshops were held on one. day
under the auspices of "Awareness
Day." It was a tremendous suc-
cess in all respects in that at least
2/3 of the entire Trinity com-
munity - faculty, administrators
and students - participated in the
events held. The students not only
attended the workshops, but some
were responsible for running
workshops and seminars of their
own. The faculty were also active
in the running of workshops. This
type of cooperation between
faculty, s tudents and ad-
ministrators was rare, refreshing
and important to the success of
the day. We feel that the
Awareness Week next semester
should be modeled after (he
original Awareness Day, where
one day was set aside, classes were
suspended, and an extra reading
day was sacrificed so as to make
up for the day missed. It is im-
perative to the success of
Awareness Day that as many
members of the Trinity communi-
ty be involved in all aspects of the
day. This includes the initial plan-
ning, the running of workshops
and seminars, and general par-




and other members of TWO
Letters Policy
The Tripod welcomes and encourages letters to the liditor. All let-
ters must be signed by the author, whose name will be withheld upon
request, Letters which are in poor taste or libelous will not be printed.
The Tripod also welcomes guest commentary. All letters and commen-
tary must be typed and double-spaced. Deadline is 5 p.m. Saturday.
Please deliver all letters and commentary via campus mail (box 1310)
or to the Tripod Headquarters in the basement of Jackson Hall.
October b, lyOZ, l i l t l i u n i i i is\ir%ju, rage s>
Letters
Student Praises Efforts Of The "Men in Grey
To the Trinity Student Body:
When was the last time you got
a foot escort from the Trinity
Security? Last night, I called up
the Front Desk, requested one,
and got it! Yes, they are available
for those of you getting to and
from buildings not accessible by
car. I live in Smith, and I would
have walked (or rather run) to
Hallden before 1 would stand out
on Summit Street at night and
wait for a security car (if I am still
alive by the time it arrives!).
I do see the need for more
security guards at Trinity, and I
know this issue has been debated
for a long time now, but I would
still like to point out that these
guards simply cannot look out for
every John, Jean, and Judy 24
hours a day. Even if the College
were to have twice the number of
guards it does now (and I'm sure
it wishes it can afford to), such a
task would still be impossible.
What we need to do is to look out
for ourselves, too, and to be
understanding of the security
guards' position. There are
escorts. We should take them.
And we should not keep them
waiting. They are certainly not
our private chauffeurs. If we give
up on them for any reason, we
should have the courtesy to call
them back to tell them so. One
reason they are late is because
they spent time waiting for people
who were late or people who never
showed up.
Regarding security alerts, I do
not feel that increasing the
number of alerts necessarily in-
creases the awareness level. If all
incidents were reported to the
public regardless of their
seriousness, a new alert would go
up each day, which would defeat
their purpose. They would be so
commonplace that, after a while,
people may not even bother to
read them." After all, security
alerts are not clues to solving the
mystery of what, when, where and
to whom the next crime is going to
occur.
The summer before last, I was
sort of assaulted. I say "sort of"
because I was lucky enough to
have escaped physically unharm-
ed. It was a bright and sunny day
when I was followed by a stranger
all the way from Broad Street and
up Vernon Street, passing several
people along the way. Then, right
in front of the English Depart-
ment, the young guy suddenly
grapped me by the neck. When
told what was being demanded of
me, 1 nervously laughed to
myself, "Am I really about to get
raped here, at Trinity, underneath
that tree over there, at noontime,
in front of all these people?!?!"
There were a few people coming
out of Downes to the parking lot.
One guy even rode by on a bike
and kept looking back at us. Yet I
couldn't scream (sometimes shock
does that to someone), so I got no
help. When pulled and command-
ed to go with him, I uttered to the
perpetrator the only thing that
flashed through my mind, an
apologetic "I can't-I have to go to
work right now..." He got con-
fused, and I broke loose and ran
for my life. I was lucky. He could
have pulled out a knife, or he
could have punched me in the face
for saying what I did.
But one cannot always depend
on luck. One cannot depend on,
the hour of the day, nor the fact
that there are other people
around. Rather than being
paranoid about crime, however,
we should practice thinking of
how we would deal with being
assaulted or with someone else be-
ing assaulted, both during and
after the incident. A crime,
serious enough or.not, does leave
some impact on one's emotional
state. A victim may not recover in
a day, nor a week. It takes time to
start seeing people and the en-
vironment in the same way again.
I would like to express my
heartfelt thanks to the Security
Office for all their counseling and
for years of escorting me to and
from Hallden at all hours.
Sincerely
Paniporn Phiansunthon '83
Campus Populations Continue To
Climb Despite Recent Predictions
College Press Service
Defying predictions, college
enrollment will increase as much
as two percent again this fall,
largely due to an influx of part-
time and older students, the Na-
tional Center for Education
Statistics (NCES) stated.
The NCES itself has been one
of the most consistent predictors
of dramatic decreases in college
enrollments, pinning its projec-
tions to the number of 18 to 24
year-olds in the population—
traditionally the prime age
bracket for college enrollemnt.
In 1980, for instance, NCES
declared college enrollment would
peak in 1981 at 11.7 million
students, and then begin a steady
decline lasting through the 1980s.
But in 1981 enrollment topped
.12.3 million. This year, NCES
projects enrollment will .hit 12.5
million. The agency now predicts
enrollment will begin a slow des-
cent in 1984, leveling off at
around 12 million by 1990. NCES
cited the main reason for the in-
crease is a surprising upsurge in
the number of older and part-time
students entering college. "The
college-age population did peak in
1981, just as we predicted," ex-
plained Dr. Vance Grant, Direc-
tor of NCES's annual Back-to-
School Forecast. "What we
weren't counting on were so many
older students coming back to
school." The 18 to 24 year-old
group swelledto 29.5 million peo-
ple last year, but will decline by
half-million increments roughly
every two years to 25 million by
1990.
"Ten years ago nobody would
have guessed we'd have as many
older students as we do now," he
commented. "So while we'll be
getting fewer and fewer full-time,
traditional students, that decrease
will be offset by the influx of non-
traditional enrollees." Grant
speculated that two-year com-
munity colleges would get most of
those students. Another recent
study predicted a four percent
population boom for for two-year
schools this fall.
The economy and the need for
more people to occupy high
technology fields are probably the
two main reasons for the increas-
ing numbers of people returning
to school, Grant noted. "I think
alot of it is job-oriented," he con-
cluded. "Some of it may relfect
the affluence in some parts of
society where people have more
leisure time. The economy and
unemployment in other sectors of
society are also factors. When job
opportunities are not too good,
people look for something that
will give them an edge."
A Self-inflicted Wound: Court Ruling
Throws TV College Football Into Limbo
College Press Service
Television coverage of college
sports events fell into a limbo
• after a court ruling that the
powerful National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) ,
doesn't have the exclusive right to
negotiate television contracts for
NCAA-member schools.
The ruling is the latest and
perhaps most significant battle in
the ongoing war between the
NCAA and some of its biggest
football powers, who want a big-
ger share of the television money
than the NCAA allows them.
Some of them threatened to
drop out of the NCAA in favor of
the College Football Association
last year in order to negotiate their
own television contracts, arguing
they shouldn't have to share the
wealth they create by appearing
on television with other colleges
that rarely - if ever - play on tv.
In a compromise last year, the
NCAA agreed to change the way
it divides up tv revenues and to re-
align its divisions so that fewer
schools are eligible to share those
revenues. Soon after the com-
promise, however, the universities
of Georgia and Oklahoma sued
the NCAA anyway, saying they
wanted the right to negotiate their
own contracts.
In his decision, U.S. District
Judge Juan Burciaga agreed to let
individual schools make their own
television deals. Burciaga said the
NCAA violated anti-trust laws in
monopolizing broadcast rights for
'ts member schools.
This year's NCAA tv dealwith
ABC and CBS was worth $264
million. Birciaga's ruling voided
that contrapt, though all sides ex-
pect a stay will probably keep it in
effect through this season.
Both the NCAA and network
officials refuse to comment on the
ruling. Both camps, however, say
the ruling's mid-season timing
could cause "Incomprehensible"
chaos. "Right now, we're con-
cerned with getting a stay on the
decision," remarked C. Dennis
Cryder of the NCAA's program-
ming department. "The majority
of our member institutions are
somewhat surprised that the ac-
tion came in the middle of the
1982 season," he continued. "I
guess the timing is the big problem
right now."
"The main problem is that it's
r i g h t in t h e m i d d l e o f
everything," echoed Donn Bers-
tein, NCAA "Media Director at
ABC. "We're just taking it a step
at a time."
"The decision may throw the
general telecast season into some
state of disarray," commented
Kurt Ockershauser, a lawyer for
Oklahoma, "but the NCAA and
the networks and anyone follow-
ing the issue should have seen it
coming." Ockershauser feels the
real issue is not timing, but
"whether member institutions of
the NCAA have the sole property
rights to their television broad-
casts. The court ruled that the
NCAA did not control them, nor
could the NCAA require as
membership that the institution
sign over their rights." As for this
season's disruptions, he remark-
ed, "life is full of surprising
disruptions. No one at this point
knows how much disruption, if
any, this decision will cause."
Judge Burciaga similarly com-
mented in his ruling that "the
wound which has today been suf-
fered by the NCAA is a self-
inflicted one. The NCAA," he
concluded, "strayed too far from
the purposes for which it was
•organized. It would be unseemly
for the court, having found an
overt violation of the anti-trust
laws, to allow the violation to
continue for even a single day, let
alone for the rest of the season."
Thanks To
Crow!
To the Brothers of Alpha Chi
R'ho:
On behalf of the Institute of
Living Drama Club members, we
would like to extend our heartfelt
appreciation for the use of your
fraternity house for our cast par-
ty. The party was deemed a huge
success, and I feel that a great part
of the credit goes to Angel Mar-
tinez, who originated it, and the
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Greater Hartford
Beyond The Long Walk
Of Diners And Change: Convers ations
With A Life-Long South End Resident
by Peter A. Stinson
with photography
by Henry P. Andrews
Symptom—student reports severe case of the munchies.
Solution—(as long as it's after midnight) a Bunny Burger
and chocolate milk at the famous gourmet Makris Diner.
Imagine what it would be like with an all-night diner within
walking distance of the hallowed walls of Trin. There once
was an all-nighter located at the corner of New Britain
Avenue and Washington Street. Mr. Kenneth Fortin, a life-
long resident of Hartford's South End, remembers when
they "rolled it in on wheels and put it up on a cinderblock
foundation,"
Ken is a resident of M.D. Fox Manor. I met him early last
week as I was looking for fun things to do and learn
"beyond the Long Walk." Fox Manor is a 90 unit Federally
subsidized housing project for elderly and handicapped in-
dividuals which opened last January.
Ken.has never been to Makris, so he can not compare to-
day's Bunny with yesteryear's greasy food, but he
remembers that the Washington Street Diner didn't fare all
that well. It closed. (They didn't have "Zorba the Greek" on
the Juke Box!)
He was born sixty years ago on Hudson Street. Except for
• a few years as a youngster, Ken has spent his life as a South
End resident. He attended the Fox School in the third
grade—now he lives in the same building. We talked for
several hours in what was once a playground but is now a
lawn with benches overlooking' Bess Eaton and Pizza
Casino. As a child, Ken played on Trinity's campus.
"We used to go hill sliding near the Chapel when it snow-
ed. In good weather we would play ball on the fields or run
around the rocks playing Cowboys and Indians. I had some
great times at the Rocks. We would wander down to the park
on Zion Street. I walk up there now when the weather is,
good—watch small kids play ball—Little League I think it
is...
"Trinity, Beautiful place. They have a pleasant involve-
mentwith the community. Children can go for play or enter-
tainment. Great for the neighborhood. It is a real good thing
Trinity has done to open facilities to the people of the
neighborhood, Since most houses don't have large
backyards it is a godsend for the parents that children can go
to Trinity to play. I'm sure it's well appreciated by the
families. There's been quite a long-time open door policy at
Trinity. Even years ago no one chased us away...
"Once I lived in the North End. Not much difference bet-
ween the South and North Ends then. No such thing as
discrimination—we had a couple colored families on the
street—we called them colored then. They were nice people,
good people, hard working, middle class like me. People just
have to learn with each other. They have to come to an
Kenneth Fortin, a life-long resident of the South
End, has never been to Makris Diner. But then, he
is only 67 years old and still has plenty of time to
experience a Bunny Burger and chocolate milk.
The burgers and milk he has in his all-electric kit-
chenette can be no-wlicrc the same us that in-
famous delicacy served on the Berlin Turnpike.
understanding with themself; then the other comes easy.
People are good, bad, and indifferent when it comes to na-
tionality or races—that's the world over.,.
"Now there are more ethnic groups in the neighborhood.
I've noticed the language barrier with the Puerto Ricans, but
I get along very easy. Even if you don't speak the same
language you can communicate through facial expressions...
"I like Hartford because it's home to me. The people are
good. I lived on Congress Street in the early '30s. It was very
nice, friendly. There were nice neighbors. It was a real
neighborhood. We used to sit out on the steps late in the
evening and just talk and listen to the calm. Now there's
much change, They're making it all into high-priced con-
dominiums. That seems like the thing to do now...
"High prices seem to be the way of the world. Sometimes
still I eat out. I've eaten at some good restaurants. I've eaten
at the Marble Pillar at Central Row and Frank's. Frank's is
good. I like Italian-American food. The prices are high
sometimes. I've never eaten al Al-I)i-t.a even though it's
right across the street. The Walk-In is a good place. But
mostly I cook my own...
"I went to the old Bulkeley High School, I,eft my junior
year'for financial reasons—-Ihat was cliirinj', the Depression,
Worked at (leneral Cigar in West Hartford Iron) W> to '40.
They're out of business now. Tobacco went downhill -the
homogenized wrapper put the Connecticut Valley out. Then
I worked at Underwood for u week -maybe ten days. Work-
ed in the plating room--that's where they dipped the metal. I
left when I noticed tlie skin peeling off my fingers. From
1940 to 1977 1 worked at C'ushnum ludusirics—niucliiuist by
trade. The jobs are becoming obsolete with automation. I've
seen a lot of changes in the job. Used to be we had to lower a
drill by pulling a belt—then we just pushed a button. Now
.they've got computers and tape-run machines...
"Even the Connecticut River has changed. Used to be a
pier Downtown where the Hartford Boat tied up. She look
people to Middletown and down (lie River to the Sound and
New York. I never went on it though. Imagine it would have
been fun. You know what Connecticut means? I ong River.
It's an old Indian name. I read thai a long time ago
somewhere. 1 read alot. 1 guess you'd call it my hobby..,
"Years and years ago my Grandmother was born in
Ireland. My Grandfather was French-Canadian. They met
and became acquainted. We're all part foreign descent. They
say the only true American is the American Indian...
"I 'm retired now—don't get full retirement. Retired ear-
ly—they call early sixty-two. Living here helps me out quite a
bit. I have two rooms and a kitchenette—all electric. The
utilities are included, in the rent, it's .subsidized by the
government—we pay twenty-five percent of our monthly in-
come. I came in the twelfth of January. 1 was one of the first
tenants. A friend of mine moved in the eighth. Most
everyone here lived right here in this neighborhood. They
didn't move away from home—just a door or two away."
Next time you are wandering beyond the Long Walk to the
Webster Street Theatre look for Ken at Fox Manor, He
spents sunny afternoons on a bench reading his paper and
watching the world drive past. And if you have time, stop
and chat with him—he's willing to listen or talk. Maybe you
would even like to arrange to take him io Makris on your
next post-midnight munchic run.
Next week, Henry and I hope to cover the South find Bar
Run. The Run benefits the March of Dimes and is for fun
only—serious athletes should remember i\v there are six
bars on the four mile crawl. (Actually, most crawling and
stumbling should take place on the Zion Street portion of
the Run.) Anyone interested in participating in Iliis annual
event should call 278-8500 or contact the View or the Sum-
mit. I'll be there participating if my ankle can stand the pain
and my liver can stand the alcohol.
You Too Can Travel
'Beyond The Long Walk'
Write for the Greater Hartford Section.
Contact John E. Hardy,
Box 163. Or Else...
THE FUQUA SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS
A representative of the Fuqua School
of Businesss of Duke University will be
on campus Tuesday, October 12, to
discuss the MBA Program.
Interested students may obtain further
information by contacting the Office of
Career Counseling.
Juniors or Seniors with a 3 0 avHr;K|0
interested in Congress'' Earn 16 era W\
on Capitol Hill.
• Unique Internships ba<;ed on your
interests Work with members ol Con-
gress in their offices and on their corn
mitteofi
• Seminars with leading rjovwrnmoni
experts, focusing on current policy
issues.
•Washington Faculty headed by
the chairman ol tho CorujreswuHal
Intern Advisory Council
• Discussion Groups to nhare tutor
mation and opinion:; with fellow student
participants from around the country
Filing deadline for Semester I!
November 1,
For applications and information-
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Washington Legislative Internship Program
College of Liberal Arts -Room 30?
725 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston MA O?::)tS
617/353-2408
An Equal Opportunity Institution
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The Baron Thyssen- Bornemisza Collection:
A Varied and Worthwhile Exhibit
by Floyd Higgins
If ever a Trinity student has had
the desire to visit the Wadsworth
Atheneum, but couldn't find a
reason to go, the recently opened
exhibition • of 20th Century
Masters from the Thyssen-
Bornemisza Collection presents
an excellent opportunity to visit
the Wadsworth, view the works
from the collection and learn
more about America's first public
.art museum.
The opening of the 20th Cent-
'ury Masters exhibit marks the se-
cond time in three years that selec-
tions from the remarkable private
collection of Baron H.H.
Thyssen-Bornemisza-the ; largest
private collection in the world ex-
cept for that of the Queen of
England-have been available for
viewing by the American public.
Baron Thyssen-Bornemisza,
now 61, carries on the art collec-
ting tradition established by his
father in the early 1920's.
Through benefit' of the Baron's
considerable wealth, the collec-
tion has grown remarkably in the
field of Impressionist and modern
paintings.
The works in the 20th Century
Masters exhibit represent a span
of 70 years, and through the
careful planning of Simon de
Pury, curator of the Baron's col-
lection, the development of 20th
century art seems to be very well
presented. The sixty-six paintings
are divided into six categories
which follow a very general
chronological order. Beginning
with the expressionists of the early
1900's, we see works of Emil
Nolde, Erich Heckel and Pablo
Picasso, among others. Works by
Frantisek Kupka, Ilia Chashnik,
Kurt Schwitters and Piet Mon-
drian partially represent the
abstractionist group.- In Mon-
drian's Composition in Red and
Blue, it seems as though the artist
has carried expressionism to an
.extreme, carefully surrounding
blocks of red and blue with an ir-
regular black and white grid.
Subjects from the city and in
still life bring together paintings
of varied styles in the third
category. Here, we see works by
Max Weber, Lyonel Feininger and
Georges Braque: a table before a
window, a bridge, a staircase-all
so common and yet so new. The
interesting and somewhat strange
• works of the Surrealists hold their
own in one corner of the hall. The
disturbing compositions of
Salvador Dali and Rene Magritte
are rather delightfully set off by
warm and fantastical works by
Marc Chagall. We find the works
of Francis Bacon and Edward
Hopper in the group on the
Figure. The final group consists
of ten American works from the
1950's and 60's. Certainly, this
group contains the greatest diver-
sity of styles, and works such as
Mark Rothko's Unfitted leave you
in complete understanding, or
leave you hanging in the dark
gloom of the canvas.
In sum, this unique exhibition is
perfectly suited for both the art
historian and for the uninitiated.
And given the accessibility of the
Wadsworth, the Thyssen-
Bornemisza exhibit is highly
recommended to all.
Asian Arts Symposium To Be Held at Yale
In commemoration of 100 years
of relations between the U.S. and
Korea a landmark day-long sym-
posium devoted to Korean culture
and arts will be held on the Yale
University campus on Saturday,
October 23.
All events are open to the public
free of charge and will be held at
the Whitney Humanities Center,
55 Wall Street, New Haven. •
Entitled, "Korean Culture
Through the Arts: A Comparative
View", internationally renowned
experts will discuss Korea's •
5000-year old cultural tradition
and compare it with counterparts
in China, Japan and other Asian
societies.
Following opening remarks at
9:30 a.m. by Professor Hesung
Chun Koh, who teaches Korean
culture at Yale and is Director of






The Jacob HSatt Institute in Israel
OFFERS YOU
• fall term focus on Israel: its politics, history, social develop-
ment, art and architecture
• spring term focus on Jerusalem: its unique ethnic, religious,
artistic and political diversity •
• study trips throughout Israel in the fall, including an extended
stay on a kibbutz and in a development town
• courses conducted in English
• a strong program in Hebrew
• a small learning community, with students from all over the
United States
• a superb location, in the center of Jerusalem, within walking
distance of the Old City • , , ,
• Brandeis credit ' • financial aid available.
APPLICATION DEADLINES: MARCH 15 (fall)
NOVEMBER 1 (spring)
For further information, see your Study^Abroadadvisor or j r i t e :
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, SACHAR CENTER
•Brandeis University. , , , , . , , , , . , i
Waltham, Massachusetts 02254 (617)647-2422
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
It is the policy of Brandeis University no. to discriminate against any^applicant on the basis of race,
color, religion, sex, age, national origin, or the presence of any handicap, _
Yale-headquartered Human Rela-
tions Area Files, individual ses-
sions will focus on Visual Art,
Music and Dance, and Culture
and Art. Alive demonstration will
be provided by two accomplished
scholar-performers in the Music
and Dance session.
According to Professor Koh,
who conceived and organized the
symposium, "Each session will be
comprised of lectures, domons'tra-
tions, and discussions and will
place Korean art in its larger
historical and cultural context.
"Although the Symposium is of
particular interest to scholars,
eductors, artists, and those with
Korean and Asian ties," Dr. Koh
continues* "it is geared to the
widest possible audience. I think
that the brilliance, richness and
diversity of Korea's arts will be a
real eye opener for Americans.
Amongst those who will par-
ticipate; in the Symposium are
such eminent scholars as Seoul
National University Professors
Won-Yong Kim (archaeology and
art) and Hye-Ku Lee (music),
Curator of the Seoul National .,
Museum, Woo-Bang Kang,
Wes leyan P r o f e s s o r and
e t h n o m u s i c o l o g i s t David
McAllester, Music Professor
William Malm of the University
of Michagan, Director of
Boston's Museum of Fine Arts
Jan Fontein, Columbia University
Professor of Korean history Gari
Ledyard and University of
California Professor of An-
thropology George DeVos.
The Yale University faculty will
be represented by Professors of
Art History Robert Thompson
and Richard M. Barnhart, Pro-
fessor of Chinese History
Jonathon D. Spence, and Assis-
tant Professor of Japanese Art
History Carolyn Wheelwright.
Although Koreans comprise
America's fastest growing Asian
minority, the upcoming sym-
posium constitutes a unique effort
to increase understanding of
Korea's cultural traditions.
Groups sponsoring the sym-
posium are Timothy Dwight and
Jonathan Edwards Colleges of
Yale and the Human Relations
Area Files in cooperation with
Connecticut Public Television.
The project is supported in part
by grants from the Korea-USA
Centennial Program Committee
and the Connecticut Humanities
Council with matching funds pro-
vided by the National Endowment
for the Humanities. •
Seating is limited. To reserve a
place, send a post card to HRAF:
Korean Culture Through the Arts,
2054 Yale Station, New Haven,
Connecticut 06520.
Antigone: Contemporary Adaptation
To Be Performed At Trinity
The Department of Theatre and
Dance will present a contem-
porary version of Sophocles' An-
tigone Thursday through Sunday,
October 7-10, in Garmany Hall of
the.Austin Arts Center. Known
for its warm and personal at-
mosphere, Garmany will provide
the audience with the closeness to
the play's cast members to. ap-
preciate the intensity of a play like.
Antigone. The play is directed by
Roger Shoemaker of the Depeart-
ment of Theatre and Dance. Stage
managers for the performance are'
Cindy Williams and Blythe
Bachman. Antigone is relevant to
various aspects of American
History and Goverment and pro-
vides its audience with a
transcendental view of the world.
The play focuses on a young girl's
struggle to uphold decency in the
face of overwhelming political
necessity.
Written and performed in Nazi-
occupied France, Antigone is
perhaps the finest example of a
contemporary tragedy.
Tickets for Antigone can be ob-
tained at the box office. For
general ticket information and
reservations call 527-8062.
General admission is $4.00.
Special ticket rates, are available
for students. .
Editor's note: There will be
a complete review of The Na-
tional Theatre of the Deaf's
performance of Parzival-
From the Horse's Mouth in
the next issue.
United Way
of the Capital Area
Thanks to you it
works for all of os
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"On Borrowed Time" Achieves High-Quality Success
by Sarah Siianley
A sensibility to the excitement-
discussions of the text, the an-
ticipation of the actors' arrival,
the desire to both entice and
please the audience. An awareness
of the components--the construc-
tion of a set, the care of a lighting
design, the first dress rehearsals,
the relationship between a direc-
tor and his actors, as they examine
possibilities in voice and move-
ment. Prior to the opening of On
Borrowed Time, I was exposed to
the creative process of the produc-
tion, through'my internship at the
Hartford Stage Company. With
this knowledge of the work in-
volved, critiquing the quality of
the performance becomes a test in
controlled subjectivity.
On Borrowed Time, written by
Paul Osborn, is a wholesome,
endearing play about a grand-
father and his grandson, who en-
counter Death, a man in a white
business suit. The characters resist
Death's mission in life, by in-
advertently capturing him in an
apple tree. Death is momentarily
suspended, but Eden is not
restored. Issues concerning im-
mortality on.both a physical and
spiritual plane suddenly emerge
from the backyard of a small
midwestern town. The beauty of
this work is distinguished in this
balance between the familiar set-
ting and character types, and the
provocative examination of
human relationships, emotions
and fear. However, On Borrowed
Time is a period piece. The play is
founded on the a u t h o r ' s
understanding of the innocent and
insular nature of small town life in
the 1930's. Certainly, this play
will appeal to families, the very
young and the very old; however,
a college audience might find the
text everly .sentimental, p/.rhaps
too simplistic in the concluding
perspective
Deciding whether or not to at-
tend this play is dependent on the
appreciation of the genre. If you
enjoy Mark Twain's Tom Sawyer
and the paintings of Grandma
Moses, On Borrowed Time will be
a delightful experience, for the
production is accurate, and the
actors fulfill their roles heautiful-
ly. William Swetliuul (Cramps)
and C.B. Barnes (Pud), as the
principal characters, display a
unique understanding of their
roles through a consistently fine
delivery and their emotionally
convincing interaction. C.B. is a
precocious delight, and his ex-
perience from the Off Broadway
thriller Nathaniel is evident in his
confidence before an audience.
The supporting cast members,
especially I.eora Dana (Nellie) and
Sloane Shelton (Demetria), are
equally talented. The set design by
Karen Shiilz is detailed to make
the scene familiar, to every
member of the audience. Images
which are equated with childhood
and the old family residence
abound: the water pump, the
while picket fence, the apple tree,
the cane and wicker porch chairs.
Paul Ciallo's lighting design suc-
cessfully reinforces the serious
elements which arise in the text;
and David Mtillin's costumes
evoke the lime period, while ex-
perimenting with the concept of
elemental symbolism in the
similar apparel of Mr. Brink and
the Doctor.
This play is a directorial
achievement by Mr. Giordano,
for all the elements are successful
in producing an entertaining and
fulfilling experience. On Borrow-
ed Time will be presented at the
Hartford Stage Company through
October 31.
Members of the Trinity Jass Ensemble in performance this weekend. plmlo by Diivid Siskiiul
HARTford
An exhibition of works by
c o n t e m p o r a r y a r t i s t
Arakawa, involving the use
of words, as well as painted
and drawn forms, revealing
the uncharted aspects of the
mind and the connection bet-
ween thinking and being.
Lecture by Arakawa October
17 at 3 p.m.
Note: Matrix is a program
• of changing exhibitions
featuring contemporary art.
Program also includes occa-
sional performing art
presentations.
Soft as Silk-An exhibition
which explores the tactile and
visual qualities of silk,
featuring the work of con-
temporary artists.
The Lions Gallery of the
Senses has a program of
changing exhibitions which •
examine the visual arts
through the imaginative use
of all the senses. Exhibitions-
are planned to be accessible
to handicapped persons.




p r i v a t e c o l l e c t i o n in
Switzerland, representing 66
major twentieth century
European artists. Included in
this exhibition will be Expres-
sionist, Surrealist, and
abstract works and thematic
groups of still life paintings
and paintings of the city by
such renown artists as Pablo
Picasso, Piet Mondrian,
Marc Chagall, Salvadore
Dali, Georgia O'Keeffe and
Rober t Rauschenberg .
Organized by the Interna-
tional Exhibitions Founda-
tion, and supported-• by a
g r a n t f r o m U n i t e d
Technologies Corporation.
Bruce Simonds, renown
concert pianist and .former
Dean of the Yale School of
Music, will present his Fall
Lecture Recital Series at The
Hartford Conservatory of
Music and Dance. In cons-
tant demand as a soloist, he
has appeared with various
symphonies such as: The
Boston, Philadelphia, and
Cleveland Orchestras, as a
recitalist, and with The
Budapest, Berkshire and
Tanglewood String Quartets.
On October 6th, Dr. Simonds
will be holding a Lecture
Recital on The Evolution of
Sonata Form: Couperin,
Rameau, Bach, Haydn,
Scarlatti, and C.P.E. Bach.
All Lecture Recitals will be
held on Wednesdays in-
dicated from 10:30 to 11:30
a.m. in the Welch Music
Room at The Conservatory,
834 Asylum Avenue, Hart-
ford. Reservations may be
made by mail or by calling
246-2588.
' At 9 p.m. of both Thurs-
day and Friday, October 7th
and 8th, Real Art Ways will
present four Connecticut
bands: the Anvlion Audio
Theater and OU2 on October
7th, and YMI and The Plan
on October 8th.
These four bands are part
of a growing community of
active, exciting bands living
and performing throughout
the state. The work they are
doing mirrors a growing
tendency toward' a cross-
fertilization between new
wave' rock, 'experimental'
concert music, theater, and
performance art. On a na-
tional level, this trend is ap-
parent in performances by
Glenn Branca, Laurie Ander-.
son, Brian Eno, Robert
Longo, Philip Glass,, and
others; in Connecticut, it is
most apparent in the ac-
tivities surrounding these and
other bands who have moved
beyond traditional rock
music.
The Pipes on stage Friday and Saturday nights.
Trinity Organ
Recital
The Trinity Organ Series begins
its new season witha performance
by German organist Ernst-Erich
Stender on Friday, October 15 at
8:15 in the Trinity College
Chapel.
Mr. Stender is the organist of
the famous St. Marien-Kirche in
Lubeck where the famed com-
poser Dietrich Buxtehude held the
same post from 1668-1707. Mr.
Stender is a well known per-
former, recording artist and win-
ner of several competitions.
His program at Trinity will in-
clude works by Buxtehude, Bach,
Mendelssohn and Liszt.
r i pi nj School of Law
FIELD MASSACHUSETTS 01 110
The School of Law
at
Western New England College
Springfield, Massachusetts
will be represented by
Professor Fred Royal
at a MOCK LAW CLASS
on Wednesday, October 6, 1982
from 3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
at Seabury #9-17
We encourage attendance by interested student, including
women, minority, and handicapped student*.
More Sports
Slaughter Wins Connecticut State Tourney
Women's Tennis Team Falls One Half Point Short
by Tom Wilson
If one takes the womens tennis
team's record of 3-4 at face value,
one probabley would not be im-
pressed. This, however, is an ex-
cellent team. Included in their
four losses are two losses to Divi-
sion I schools, Dartmouth and
Rutgers, who offer tennis
, scholarships.
This week, the women's tennis
team, under the direction of new
coach Becky Chase, showed how
good they really are at the Con-
necticut State Tournament.
At this prestigous tournament,
Trinity finished second to Divi-
sion I U.Conn by one-half of a
point. However, as Joe Piscopo
would say, the big story - Claire
Slaughter. The freshman phenom
won the state championship in
typical Slaughter fashion by
prevailing in the semi-finals
6-4,6-0 and in the finals 6-2,6-1.
In the semi-finals, a disturbing in-
cident spurred her on.
"I was down 3-2 and had just
double-faulted to do down 4-2,"
Slaughter explains, "when my op-
ponent's coach clapped at my
double-fault. That got me angry.
My opponent never won another
game, although she hit everything
very hard." Slaughter also reveal-
ed that she had been sick all week
and was not on top of her game.
As for the finals, she said that her
opponent had nothing special.
Slaughter's victory was not the
only great moment for Trinity.
The doubles team of Chandlee
Johnson and Sue Greene surpris-
ed people by winning the consola-
tion round of the doubles com-
petition after being beaten by the
top seeds.
Another singles player who per-
formed well was Jeanine Looney,
who lost in the quarter-finals. The
doubles team of Donna Gilbert
and Alyson Geller also lost a close
quarter-final match, 7-5,7-5. The
underlying story of the tourna-
ment is the development of the
team. According to team captain
Gilbert, "Last year at this tourna-
ment they probably didn't tally
our score, this year we come in se-
cond." Gilbert added, "We did
better then anticipated."
At the midway point of the
season, it is customary to examine
the team. The squad has had very
strong singles play from Slaughter
(6-0), Johnson (4-2), and Ruth
Strong (5-2), yet the overall record
of the team in singles matches is
only 21-20. The team of Gilbert-
Geller has been the most consis-
tent of the doubles teams that
have a 9-11 record at the half way
point. With two more matches
against Division I squads, the
Bantams face a tough battle if
they hope to achieve a winning
season. Claire Slaughter won this weekend's state tourney, pb01°b* E
Water Polo Takes Parents Weekend Double-Header
by Edward B. Kaplan
The Trinity water polo team
started the second week of its
season with a game Wednesday
against Yale. Then on Friday
night, in front of a targe Parent's
Weekend crowd, Trinity hosted.
UConn and RPI.
The Ducks went to New Haven
believing, for the first time in
three years, that they might ac-
tually defeat the mighty Eli's.
Psyched up and ready to play,
Trinity jumped out to an early 1-0
lead on a man-up goal by Tim
Raftis. Raftis, playing a wing,
received a cross court pass from
Tri-Captain Ed Kaplan and pro-
mptly put a shot by the Yale
goalie.
Yale tied the score early in the
second quarter but Raftis (4
goals), playing like a man possess-
ed, scored on a twenty meter shot
to give Trinity the lead once
again. From this point onward,
however, the game was all Yale.
The Eli's created- havoc with
the Trin defense and completely
stifled the Trinity three foul of-
fense. Outstanding play by Tri-
Captain goalie Lance Choy was
not good enough as the Trin
defense was penetrated time and
again by Eli's, who peppered the
Duck goal with high percentage
shots. Yale proved to be too
strong and posted a 14-5 victory.
The Ducks first game on Friday
night was against a weak team
from UConn. Trinity controlled
the contest from the opening
whistle, as the UConn defense was
nonexistent. Trinity, substituting
freely, scored almost at will and
their defense completely stopped
the Huskie offense in a 15-4 Ban-
tam win.
After missing the Yale game
due to an injury, Tri-Captain
John Peabody (4 goals) returned
to lead the Trinity offense.
Freshmen Andre Debaubigny (2
goals, 2 assists) and Barbie Bren-
nan (1 goal) also eintertained the
a u d i e n c e , , w i t h s p l e n d i d
performances.
 ;
Forty minutes later, the Ducks
returned to the 87 degree pool,
take on RPI. Trinity scored first
on a Chip Lake goal, but quickly
fell behind 2-1, The rest of the
half was a hard-fought affair with
Trinity taking a 7-6 lead at half-
time. The Ducks regrouped at the
half and inserted the Trinity pick
into their offense. The pick was
run to perfection by Dave Pike
and Mike Bronzino, and it
resulted in a thirty second ejection
of an RPI defender who illegally
stopped Bronzino from scoring.
Raftis converted the man-up
situation by scoring the last of his
three goals. Trinity never looked
back and coasted to a 16-7
victory.
Lake (5 goals), Kaplan (2
goals), and Scott Bowden (2
goals) led the revitalized Trinity
offense in scoring. Skilled and in-
telligent play was turned in' by
Dave Mugford (1 goal) and
freshman Greg Carter (1 goal).
The Trinity offense showed
signs of improvement against
UConn and RPI. However, shot
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Come Visit Us at Our Open House
14 Oakwood Avenue
West Hartford, CT 06119
(203)236-6851
Directions:
I-84, exit 44 traveling West:
off the ramp, left at Kane,
right on 0akw"°^^YgSJ^gjm
I-84 Exit 44; traveling East:
off the ramp left at
Prospect. Left at Kane,
right on Oakwood Avenue.
IHTERITATt M
controlled offense remain big
question marks for the Trinity
water polo team. Trinity shot a
horrendous nineteen percent
against Yale and a slightly better
forty-nine percent against UConn
and RPI. The Ducks must im-
prove these aspects of their game'
before this weekend if they wish
to succeed in the all important












of the Capital Area
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Men's Soccer Falls
To W.P.I., Now 1-3
by Marc Esterman
Playing before a large Parents
Weekend crowd and against the
backdrop of a "Stop Reagan"
sign, spraypainted onto the lawn
behind the bleachers, the Trinity
varsity soccer team took on
visiting Worster Polytechnical In-
stitute in a, match-up of Division
III schools. Well, the Bantams
didn't stop the President, nor
could they halt their two-game
losing streak, as they dropped a
2-1 decision to the Engineers on
Saturday,
In a game marred by injuries
and numerous s toppages ,
Trinity's record fell to 1-3, while
the visitores' seasoal mark rose to
4-1-1. Ironically, WPI lost to the
Coast Guard, the sole Trinity vic-
tim this year, and defeated MIT,
who shut out the Bantams last
Saturday.
Trinity relied upon an. accurate
passing game, making several of-
fensive rushes, whereas WPI was
content to play kick-and-ruh soc-
cer, waiting for a chance to ex-
ploit a weakness in the Trinity
defense.
"WPI likes to utilize the long,
vertical-soccer attack, kicking
them in front of the goal and
looking to score off a scramble,"
noted assistant Bantam coach
Chet McPhee before the game.
As a result of this strategy,
Trinity controlled the pace of the
game, giving the WPI defense a
workout, Nevertheless, WPI came
away witn the halftime lead,
thanks to two superb scoring ef-
forts, and maintained the cushion
for the rest of the contest.
The Engineers dealt the Ban-
tams a quick, stunning blow at the
0:58 mark, as Steve King Ted a
cornerkick in the air to Captain
Joe Sheehan, who headed it past
Bantam goalie John Simmons.
The Bantams showed some
heart though, tieing the game at
7:15. Fullback Mike Hurwitz
rocketed a shot past Jay Dunphy
from 25 yards out, after receiving
a tap pass from Randy Schrenk,
to tally Trinity's first home goal
of the season.
The Engineers notched the
game-winner at 27:18, as King
trapped a throw-in from Gene
Randecher and fed Tony Pileggi
for th e goal.
WPI come' out flying in the se-
cond half, banging several shots
off the posts. Similarly, Trinity
put on a sustained attack of their
own, from 35:00 to 27:00, but
couldn't achieve the equalizer.
Although his team won the nip-
and-tuck battle, WPI coach Al
King said after the game, "It
could have gone either way. Trini-
ty played a very tough game. We
just got the breaks."
On a brighter note, Jeff Pilgrim
played a strong game at fullback
and Doug Weisburger did a fine
job subbing for the injured Miller.
Following losses to MIT and
WPI both named the Engineers,
one would not expect many
engineering majors from the soc-
cer team- they've had their fill
with the topic.
John Simons fights through teammate Greg Brown (S) in the Bantams 2-1 loss to WIM Saturday afternoon.
Orczyk's Steal Sets Up Tying
Goal In Thriller Vs Wesley an
Field Hockey Undefeated
After Three Home Wins
continued from page U
depth to the squad and they (the
players) are all flexible on a Varsi-
ty level. Not only can a player
play her assigned position, but she
has the ability to play elsewhere
on the field."
Standouts of the week on
defense were goalie Annie Collins
and sweeper Judy Peterson. They
have played together for three
years and know each others'
strengths instinctively. At attack,
Sheppard recognized Laura Gill
and Castle as having had a strong
week.
In the Junior Varsity game
Cappie Flynn assisted Mel Foy in
scoring the lone Trinity goal in a
tie with Fatrfield.
continued from page 16
in the middle of the stanza, during
which Cardinal defenders twice
knocked down'shots by Trinity
striker Sally Larkin with McGuire
out of position.
Play swung Wesleyan's way
and it appeared as if Turner's goal
might be enough. Karen Orczyk,
however, had other ideas. The
Bantam's top scorer intercepted a
Wesleyan goal-kick and pushed a
pass to forward Anita Yeranian.
Yaranian rifled a shot past
McGuire from the top of the box
and at 72:01 the game was even at
1-1.
Suprisingly it was the visiting
Cartdinals, who had substituted
much less than Trinity, that came
closest to scoring in overtime.
Both Tuller and Turner beat Mon-
nes in the first overtime only to hit
the cross-bar.
Trinity's best opportunity came
in the final three minutes of the
second OT when Home passed to
a wide open, but clearly offsides,
Kriss Leydecker in front of the
Wesleyan goal,
Friday offered the Bantams a
chance to show their offensive
punch . The game winner,
however, was scored by Connnec-
ticut College defender Hope
Anderson who kicked in Rodgers'
centering pass at 13:34, Rodgers
was credited with the goal. Home
scored twice before the half to put
Trinity up 3-0, and Leydecker and
Larkin added second half goals to
close the scoring.
Judy Avioli outruns two Mt. Holyoke defenders in the field hockey team's victory Thursday, p h ^ h u ^ w
DELIVERY!
Pizza Casino features
not only free delivery
within 30 minutes of your
order, but we also make
our own special dough
U A D T C n o r t and sauce, using all natu-
n n n I r U n U ral ingredients
SO! 1TH <"a"Pi2aa Cas|n", you'11
-'*-'*-» ' • I find it's 3 winning number
every timel
«K'»'a'-T728-1811
FREE DELIVERY 15 OUR HOTTEST GAME!
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Mr. President, We Have CBS On The Line
For those who have not been paying attention, a hot
debate has been alive in New England this week. The basic
question involved is whether members of the New England
Small College Athletic Conference should switch their Satur-
day afternoon football games to Sunday's when CBS would
telivise the contests live to a substantial regional audience.
Wesleyan answered no on philisophical grounds. Bowdoin
answered no, for this past weekend, on the practical grounds
that the change would have interfered with the plans of
parents coming north for the schools' parents .weekend.
Trinity has not been asked, but President James English says
that "Wesleyan made a very good decision" while adding
that "we would have to decide things as they come." For
whatever it is worth this pen says yes.
Within a serious debate on this subject there is a comic ele-
ment. To even conceive of Trinity football replacing the
NFL in the hearts, or even the eyes, of the average football
fan is laughable. The idea of big shots like John Madden do-
ing a Trinity game is humorous.
The Hartford Courant commented in an editorial on the
subject that "An addict will go to any length to find
something -anything- that can satisfy his need. But Wesleyan
University football?"
This humor, however, is a sideshow to a very real debate
over the schools'responses.
Craig Cheney, of the news office at Bowdoin College, ex-
plains that "the main reason we turned it down is we didn't
feel it would be fair to parents who were coming up to tell
them the game was moved at the last minute for T.V.."
Chaney adds "I don't think you can argue with the deci-
sion." Probably not to many people did, it was a solid '
decision.
When asked what the school's response would have been
had it not been parents weekend Cheney says "I don't know,
but it would have been discussed much more fully."
Wesleyan did not have the parents weekend dilemma and
yet the Middletown institution still declined. Bobby Clark,
Director of Public Relations at Wesleyan, explained that
Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman
there were two reasons for the decision. First, the school felt
that "the telecast would have proved disruptive" for both
those who planned to attend the game and to campus life.
More importantly Clark said that football "is part of a
larger educational context" at Wesleyan.
There is no question that Clark is right, football is part of
a larger educational context at all NESCAC institutions. The
realities of today's educational context, however, are the
very reasons that these schools should jump at CBS's offer if
the situation is right.
CBS is not dumb. In return for the rights to the game and
the inconvenience of switching dates the network offers
$15,000 to each school. That kind of money is part of the
educational context of these schools because tuition at most
is over $10,000 a year.
It takes fund raisers months to obtain $15,000. CBS is of-
fering that for a weekend. Add to that the exposure a school
can obtain and the possible increase in donations that could
result from that exposure and the offer looks even better.
Clark cites Wesleyan's decision as being entirely consistent
with NESCAC philosophy as outlined in the NESCAC
agreement. The section he refers to reads as such: "The pro-
gram in intercollegiate athletics is to be kept in harmony with
the educational purposes of the institution."
If the program in intercollegiate athletics can provide 15,
$1,000 scholarships for worthy and needy non-athletes of the
institution than it is in perfect harmony with the purposes of
the institution.
It is interesting to note that last spring Wesleyan began to
ask for financial statements along with applications, ending
the practice of blind admissions. At that time Wesleyan was
willing to face up to economic realities. Now when presented
with the opportunity to obtain extra revenue which could be
used for scholarships the university declined.
One can only hope that if offered the same opportunity
Trinity will over come the peer pressure resulting from the
Wesleyan decision and. accept the offer from CBS if it is
practical for a particular weekend.
Harriers Upset Lord
Jeffs In Road Meet
JM-
by Steve Klots
After last week's Connecticut
state championship meet, Cross
Country coach Ralph Walde said
that he expected the team to do
something at this week's Amherst
Invitational, he just wasn't sure
what that something would be.
Saturday he discovered just what
it was, as Trinity scored an upset
victory over the Amherst Lord
Jeffs.
Both teams went to Amherst
not knowing what to expect. The
meet was not scheduled to include
teams such as Vassar, which
Trinity normally has no problem
in defeating, but was supposed to
include several powerhouses.
Scouting reports suggested that
there was a chance to score suprise
victories over a few of teams,
Amherst included.
It was the first time that the
Bantams have defeated Amherst
since 1965. The final score in the
men's meet' was Wesleyan and
Westfield State 39 (tie), Trinity
81, Amherst 83, and Eastern Con-
necticut 114. The women's team
also ran at Amherst, the final
score being Holy Cross 21,
Williams 74, Wesleyan 103,
Amherst 132, Fitchburg St. 137,
Trinity 159, Westfield St. 164,
and Eastern Connecticut 170.
The men's race began slowly
for the Bantams as the Trinity
runners did not want to be lured
into running too fast a first mile.
Steve Tall went through the first
mile at five minutes, followed by
co-captain Steve Klots and Dave
Barry. A steep hill on the second
mile thinned out the pack, and
Barry closed in on the leaders.
The Wesleyan team showed
uprising individual strength as
they took three out of the first
four places, but Trinity runners
came on strong in the last two
miles to narrowly edge Amherst.
Dave Barry finished first on the
team, sixth overall, with a time of
24:58 for over the 4.8 mile course.
Tall and Klots followed at 25:19
and 25:20, taking 13th and 16th.
Dave Moughalian (21st) finished
in 25:42, followed by John Ar-
bolino in 28th with a time of
26:35. Dave O'Donnell and Brian
Oakley completed the top seven in
33rd and 36th places, with Joe
Wire following shortly behind in
37th. Freshman Dave Hanak
came on fast to nip Doug
Williams for 42nd.
After the meet, the Trinity run-
ner's knew they had run well, but
were not sure of their final plac-
ing. When news came of theupset
victory over Amherst, the .team
gave the tradtional "Do it
Ralphie-baby" cheer, and jogged
a victory lap.
The women also had a big day,
as they easily avenged last week's
loss to Eastern Connecticut. Co-
captain Elizabeth Amrien passed
a Westfield State runner in the last
mile to take third behind two Ho-
ly Cross runners. Her time of
17:30 was tops among small col-
lege runners. Anne Malabre, 34th,
took second on the team. Sue
Ciferni, Elizabeth Espositio, and
Erica Thurman.ran closely to each
other, as they took 45th, 47th,
and, 52nd respectively. Sue
Pasieka and Barbara Siebel finish-
ed out the top seven in 67th and
70th.
After the meets, Walde express1
ed his satisfaction. He noted that
it had been so long since Trinity,
had defeated the Lord Jeffs that
he had had to look in the record
book's to find the actual date. As
far as individual performances
were concerned, he cited Amrien's
third place finish and the runs of
Arbolino, O 'Donnel l , . and
Oakley. "Arbo's fifth and
Oakley's and O'Donnel l ' s
displacement of the fifth Amherst
runner made the difference in the
meet," said Walde.
Rich Reading steps in front of Al Schmiedicker for one of his two interceptions in Trinity 7-3 win over
Hami l ton . . photo by Eric Smith
Fourth Quarter Touchdown By
Clemmenson Proves Decisive
The Bantams will run this
Saturday against Union and
Williams in their first home meet.
The race will begin at 1:00
continued from page 16
clipping and on third down Shield
was sacked on his own five by
defensive tackle Dave Casullo.
Dan Palazzolo, who was punting
because Shield had a tender
hamstring, lined a 27 yard kick to
Dave Bonzerato who returned it
to the Trinity 27.
On second and ten, Hamilton
fullback Frank Dumoulin burst
up the middle for 15 yards.;
Hamilton was unable to pick up
another first down and Rich
Strabley came on and nailed a 27
yard field goal with 8:44 remain-
ing in the half. The score remain-
ed 3-0 through the end of half.
"We should have been ahead
21-0 at halftime. We had good
field position and the wind at our
back," Miller noted, "but, we
have seven new men offensively
and I think they finally caught fire
in the fourth quarter."
Before the offense moved, for
the winning score they suffered
through. a frustrating third
quarter. The unit did not get a
first down as four possessions
ended with punts and. another
with a fumble.
Fortunately for Trinity, the
defense was as outstanding as the
offense was incons i s ten t .
Hamilton only picked up two first
downs and 32 yards in their first
four third quarter possessions.
Hamilton, however, did begin
to move on their fifth possession
of the quarter. Starting from their
own 15 yard line, the Continentals
moved to their 42. With time run-
ning out in the third quarter,
Crotty rolled right to avoid the
•Trinity blitz but fumbled as he
turned, up field. Chip Farnharh
recovered for Trinity and the win-
ning drive was set up.
If the Trinity defense was hard
to move on in the third quarter,
they were inpenetrable after the.
Bantams took the lead. Four
Hamilton possessions grossed the
' Continentals a total of eleven
yards and not a single first down.
The fourth ended when safety
Brian Driscoll intercepted
Crotty's bomb down the left
sideline in the final two minutes.
For all intents and purposes the
game should have ended with little
more excitement but on second
down Clemmenson was stripped
of the ball as he crossed midfield
and Bonzerato recovered for
Hamilton,
The defense was up to on more
test as,Rusty Williams deflected
Crotty's desparate fourth down
throw. Shield fell on the ball twice
and the Bantams had evened their
record at 1-1.
B A N T A M N O T E S - T im
McNamara had 11 receptions for
134 yards. McNamara's 11 recep^
tions ties him for third on the
Trinity all-time single game recep-
tion list... Dan Palazzolo's 10
punts ties him for the Trinity
record for most punts in a game..,
The Bantams have rushed for a
measly 60 yards through two
games while passing for 331...
, Through two games Trinity has
turned the ball over 10 times, four
interceptions and six fumbles.
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Football Rallies To Overcome Hamilton, 7-3
Defense Is Key In First
Victory Of '82 Campaign
by Stephen K. Gellman
It is the type of decision that
has been repeated often in the an-
nals of football history.
Trinity trailed Hamilton 3-0
early in the fourth quarter and
faced a fourth and two situation
at the Continentals' 20. If a coach
decides to go for the first downin
this situation and his offense gets
it he's a genius. Saturday after-
noon at Jesse Field, Trinity coach
Don Miller wore the mantle of
genius as Bantam quarterback Joe
Shield hit tight end Steve
McManus for thirteen yards on
fourth down to set up the only
touchdown in Trinity's 7-3 win.
"I made up my mind not to
kick," explains Miller. "I wanted
to get that touchdown. We had
two or three choices and I told Joe
to roll out and look for his
fullback."
Shield then picks up the story.
"The linebacker picked the
fullback, Joe Gizzi, right up. The
secondary receiver was McManus
coming across behind the fullback
and in front of*the free safety."
Shield rifled the ball to the open
McManus who stepped out of
bounds at the seven yard line.
Mike Elia then took an option
pitch from Shield around right
end to the two. The Bantams ran
the sarne play once more arid this
time Tom Clemmenson took the
pitch ihto the end zone with 13:19
remaining in the game.
Trie game winning drive had
started on the last play of the third
quarter. "With four seconds left
in the third quarter, we were with
the wind," Shield remembers.
"So we decided, because they
were not double covering on first
down, to send Tim (McNamara)
on a 20 yard comeback pattern,
and it worked well." McNamara
was knocked down at the
Hamilton 28. On first down
Shield hit McNamara for nine
yards.Clemmenson then lost two
yards on second down and Shield
scrambled for one on third down.
This set up the dramatic fourth
down play.
Up until the winning drive
Trinity had suffered through an
extremely frustrating offensive
afternoon. Three times in the first
quarter the Bantams had golden
opportunities to score and came
up empty handed.
After a short Hamilton punt,
Trinity started their first posse-
sion at the Continentals' 49. Four
running plays brought Trinity to
the 1.8 yard line. The drive stalled
there and Chris Caskin was short
on a 37 yard field goal attempt.
Hamilton, however, was ex-
tremely generous, fumbling the
ball on the first play after the
miss. Nose guard Pat Finn fell on
the loose ball at the 20.
Trinity's second opportunity
was squandered when Shield was
intercepted on third and goal
from the 14 by Todd Hobin.
Hobin returned the ball to the
Hamilton 30.
After an exchange of punts,
Hamilton again turned the ball
over in their own territory.
Seamus Crotty, a freshman
quarterback who relieved starter
Fritz Minges after two series,
fumbled on a roll out and Finn
recovered at the 36. Trinity im-
mediately returned the favor as
Pat Raycraft intercepted Shield
on third and three.
Hamilton moved into Trinity
territory for the first time follow-
ing Raycraft's interception. Crot-
ty twice converted on third and
long to move the Continentals to
the Bantam's 38 before Rich
Reading intercepted Crotty at the
27. .
The Trinity offense then moved
backwards helping" to set up
Hamilton's score. On second and
two the'Bants were penalized for
Joe Shield fires to Tim McNnniarn (18) as Hamilton's Mike Lcntini (71) applies pressure. pii,,u,i,,,Krith<i,,.ii.,
Women's Soccer Beats Conn.
College, Ties Wesleyan In OT
by Stephen K. Gellman
A minor slip from perfection
was the result of the womens soc-
cer team's 1-1 tie with Wesleyan
tuesday. The squad rebounded
and routed an outclassed Connec-
ticut College eleven 5-0 to run
their record to 5-0-1.
Tuesday's game, played under
cloudy Hartford skies, was excep-
tional in that neither team gained
offensive dominance for more
than five minutes at a time. Even
at those times when a squad gain-
ed territorial command true scor-
ing chances were hard to come by
due to nutstanriinp defensi
by the midfields.
Wesleyan had the first oppor-
tunity to score at 10:46, but Trini-
ty goal-tender Jeanne Monncs
made an excellent diving stop of
Mary Wonmack's shot from the
right side of the box.
Trinity then started to create of-
fensive chances with a series fo
fast breaks, two of which almost
ended in goals. At 15:40 mid-
fielder Karen Rodgers, who was
superb all afternoon at both ends
of the field, slide through the left
side of the Cardinal defense and
centered the ball for Prudence
Home. Mafilena McGuire, the
Wesleyan goal-tender, beat Home
to the ball to end the threat.
Moments later Home hud a
clean break-away from midfiekl
bul McGuire denied Home again,
this time rushing out to the top of
the box and smoothering the ball
before Home could gel of a shot.
The game seemed headed for a
h a I f t i m e d e a d I o e k when
Wesleyan's Lexi Turner lofted a
beautiful shot over Monnes' hea,d.
The ball struck the cross-bar and
bounced down to the right side of
the net where Cardinal forward
Susan Tuller fought off defender
Gina Cappelletli and kneed the
ball into the net at 43:08. The goal
stood and Wesleyan led at half
1-0.
To the visitor's credit they did
not sit on their lead and play early
in the second half was even hand-
ed. The Bantam offense did gain
control of play for a brief period,
continued on pa^c 14
Field Hockey Whips
Holyoke, Fairfield
John Lemonick (52) wraps up Hamilton quarterback Seamus Crotty. Dave Curtis moves in to help.
by Elizabeth Subkov
"Commitment" and "sup-
port" are words that characterize
the dedication of the field hockey
squad.
Coach Robin Sheppard is
"thrilled with the way the team is
playing." This week, the Bantams
won both of (heir games. On
Tuesday, at Trinity, the Varsity
squad shut-out Fairfield 3-0.
Weezie Kerr scored a pair of goals
and the final score was by Tracy
Swecker. Thursday was the last
home game prior to a four game
road t r ip . In this game,
Mt.Holyoke fell victim to the
Bantams, 3-1. The lone score by
the visiting team oceured during a
defensive lapse. This was the only
point in the game where
Mt. Holyoke took advantage of
Bantam defensive mistakes.
Trinity scored the first goal of
the game us Kerr assisted on a
Swecker goal. Mt.Holyoke then
scored to tie the game. Kal Castle
completed the scoring by putting
in the winning and insurance
goals.
Commenting on the {-airfield
victory, Castle cited the game as
"Slow to start by Trinity but the
Mt.Holyoke's comeback helped
to get us going."
Adding to Castle's assessment,
Laura Higgs said that, "The first
half was. sloppy but the second
half brought out a strong team
with much improved passes."
The team seems to take 10-15
minutes of play before it asserts
its winning form.
The players complement each
other. Freshman Gimiy Biagar
and Priscilla Altmuier com-
menced that "The upnerclassmen
are super receptive and they have
realy welcomed us."
Sheppard feels thai "there is
continued on pag<? 14
